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In developing line of sight target acquisition software two approaches have 
been explored. The tirst was an object based system (Young and Whitney). Next, 
and more recemly , has been t.he implementation of a database driven simulation. 
The heart of this implementation is [he Perspective View Generator (PVG) 
developed for the US Army by Wolfgang Baer. This implementation suffers from 
two fundamental shoncomings: low frame rates and unrealistic representation of 
target vehicles. 'fhis papcr concentrates on using more powerful, multi-processor 
work stations to improvc frame ratcs. The paper also addresses possible methods 
for represenling vehicles in this multi-processor environment. 
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Ln recent years considerable effort bas been expended developing virtual 
environment~_ The applications fOf virtual environments arc extensive. ranging from simple 
eotertainmeut to IUgWy advanced training systems. The military and civjJian wdustl)' bave 
shov.'U considerable interest in the use of virtual environments in training and educat ion 
Vinual environments arc IUgWy desirable where the cost ofopcraling equipment for train ing 
is expensive. ortbc risk to personnel and equipment is wlacceptably high. The~ conditions 
arc routinely encountered in brancbes of the military and many fields in civilian industry. 
A. OHJHT HAS ED ENVlRONl\1E~IS AND DA.TABASE ENVIRON1'\1ENTS 
[II implementing vinllal environments two broadly dcfiued approaches have been 
pursued: Object Based environments and Database t:nvironmcnts. Object based environments 
begin wrth Wlltbematically defined geometric objects. A database of the relative positiolls of 
all the objects is maintained. From this body ofinfonnation various aspects of the modeled 
ellvu-onment can be determined. Most often the visual aspects ofan envu-onment must be 
detennilled. More precisely. a visual representation ofa scene is obtained, but this is not 
always tbe case. [u some cases the objective is to determine if a series of events can 
physically be accomplished. such as a long truck completing a tum aroWld a tigbt comer. 
Forvisualiz.atious, obje<.1. based environments may suffer frOUl significant drawbacks 
Real life objects must be n:presented using simph:: geometric shapes. To accurately render 
these objects may require au exceptional number of shapes at a wide array of311gles. As the 
number of shapes goes up, tbe computational overbead invoh.'ed in tracking tbe objects, 
dc:tc:nnining aspects and lines of sight, rises dramatically. The process is analogous to 
animating a stained g.Iass window. 
Figure 1 is the screen capture from a Silicon Graphics Demo program. "lbe objects 
are represented by simple geomctric figures. This is typical of the type of compromises 
Figure 1 SefCen Capmre from Silicon Graphics, Inc. Demo. 
necessary to achieve continuous motion on a single processor computer architecture. As the 
tracking over head rises the spoed with which scenes can be rendered doereases. This makes 
the rendering ofcontinuous motion more difficult. Where a balance is struck between speed 
and th e number of shapes used to render an object, the scenes produced have been 
characterized as "cartoon-like"[Ret: l:p. 3]. 
The database approach resembles an attempt to reverse engineer ualUre. In nature, 
u ray of light can be traced from a light source 10 a surface. TIle reliected ray is then traced 
to the bUllliln eye, or other sensing dcvice (see Figure 2). in the database system a "ray" is 
traced from tbe sensing device to a surface ( as defined in the database). The color oftbe 
surface is returned to the SClisiug device to makc up a portion of tile field of view. Due to tbe 
method used to rcnder sceDes in tbe database environment. they arc often referred to as ray 
NATURE'S RAY TRACE 
Tk DATAbASE RAY TRACE 
Figure 2 Nature versus the Ray Tracing Algorithm 
Iracing sySll;.":ms. As the Dumber or ray tmces increases, either tbe field ufvicw can be 
expanded, or the resolutiou improved. It should be noted that there is a point beyond which 
resolution cannot be improved by adding ray trace~. The true limit of the resolution orlhe 
imagc is dctermilled by tbe resolution oftbe database. 
The datab~se can be thought of as ~ three dimensional bitmap. The aelUevaOle 
resolution being dctennined by tbe portion of the environment being represented by one bit 
TIle bit sUe can range anywhere from one micron to a parsect. As the number ofbits or the 
number of ray traces increases, the speed with wlUch scenes can be rendered decreases. This 
approach provides lUghly accurate represt!ntations of the objects in the database at tbe 
expense of speed. Consequently, it is extremely difficult to render continuous motion 
AJtbough ray tracing is m.1thematica[]y simple, the same calcul~tion must be repeated 
hundreds of thousands of times to render a single image of256 by 256 pixels. 
The object of tlUs paper is to present some solutions to proble1D5 commonly 
encoWltered tn implemcuting ray tracing algorithms. To illustrate these methods a ray tracing 
system developed for tbe U.S. Army by Wolfgang Baer will be used. 'Ibese methods arc 
implementable in any ray tracing algorithm. 1bis is particularly true of the tcchniques used 
to implement r~y traccs on multi-processor compnter systems 
B. WOLFGANG BAER'S PERSPECTIVE VlEW GENERATOR 
Dr. Bacr originally developed IDS ray tracing algorithm, or Perspective View 
Generator (pVG) as a training aid for the Fiber Optic Guided Missile systcm. The database 
created for this system replicates the terrain found ill tbe Army's training center at Fort 
Hunter Liggett, California [Ret: 2]. To oblain the three dimensional effect, a two dimensional 
grid is laid over the area of interest. For eacb square in the grid the average beight of the 
terrain, including vegetation, is recorded for that position. The grid squares are one meter 
on a side, and heights are recorded 10 the nearest meter. Lower resolution databases were 
also produced, but \vere not needed for the topics discussed in this thesis. 
lbe overall training system includes an extensive teleconununieations suite, with input 
devices embedded in trainers in the ficld. For the purposes of this tbesis the componellt of 
intere~1 is the Stand Alone Perspectivl: View Generator (SOPYG). lbis devil.:e takes data on 
the position and bore sight of the observer, perfonns the ray tracings. and produces a 
corresponding imagl:. The SOPYO accomplishes this using an extensive architecture 
including 18 transputers. Each transputer could act as a stand alone computer. Employiug 
ttlis architecture. 3 maximulll of nine processors can be operating simukaneollsly performing 
ray tracings.[Rcf 21 
In Baer's system the observer is a television camera mOlmted on a fiber optically 
guided missile. Although the missile has a limited field of view, it travels at high speeds and 
could cover a very large area before contacting tbe target. These conditions drove the 
requirements for large disk storage and RAM requirements. To achieve the processing 
speeds desired a pipelined approach in both hardware and software was developed, with 
paraUcl clements introduced where IJossible. This resulted in a system where tbe hardware 
and associatcd software are segregatcd in to five modules 
At the front I:nd of the pipelinc the Data Rl:trieve Sl:etion analyzes the direl.:tion of 
motion ofthe missile and determines the likely area ofthe database which "i.11 he required to 
generate the scene. Fow' transputers. working in parallel, tbell move trus portion orthe data 
base from bard disk storagt: to RAM Sloragt:. Eacb oflbe four trAnsputers bas 32 megabytes 
ufRAM tu support its operations. At this point in tbe pipeline tbe SOPYG is also applying 
the position oftbe suu to dctenniue the shading on tbe terrain.[Rcf. 21 
In the Terrain Extraction section four transputers are paired with four Iransputcrs 
from the Terrain Rendering Section. The Terrain Extraction sectiuD funh er considers the 
burc sight of the ubscrvcr and refines the area required by the ray tracing alguri thm. This area 
is thCll loaded to twelve modules of 16 megabytes of RAM which are shared with the Tcrrain 
Rendering Section.LRef 2J 
' Ibe third step in the pipelinc, thc Terrain Reudcring Sectioll, is where the ray tracillg 
pOltion known as TER_ZAG is executed. In the TER_ZAG program ray tracing does not 
stan at thc observer cach time. JJJ~1cad it takes advantage of the fact that the next ra y will 
cOlltact the tcrrain at a point very dose to the current one. The next ray trace stans directly 
above thc contact point oflhe current ray's impact point. Hence the "ZAG" in TER_ZAG 
This zigzag, or tcrram following approach, is one oftbe keys to rapidly rendering sccnes. 
Withuut thc bcnefit ufthe terrain following feature 256x256x500. or just over 32 million 
steps, would have 10 he taken to render an imagc in the SOPVG [Rc( I: p. 6]. Employing 
the terrain following featurc this numbcr is modificd to (256X500)+(255x256), or 195,830 
steps. The last two !;Ieps in the software pipeline assemble the gray shades in to a scene and 
manage the video buffer. [Rcf2j 
Baer's design is ha rdware intensive "ith parallelism accomplished by physically 
segrcgating the code. This is a vel)' complex implementation to managc. lu the original 
configuration a frame rate of3 frames per second was achieved. With hardware upgradcs. 
5 to 15 frames pcr second wcrc projected.[Ref. 2] Baer' s design is also t ied to it's hardware. 
Transportability to other platforms may be possihle, but unly "ith additional development 
C. ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED REGARDING TOE PVC 
One of the primary goals of Ibis tbesis was to demonstrate that speciali7.ed bardware 
is 1101 required to imp lement a perspective view gcnerator, Silicon Grapnic~ ma chin es were 
'-Clected as target machines due 10 tbeir ready availability, Witb an eye on expansion oftbe 
PYG concept, the Silicon Grapnics machjne~ come in a wide range of architectures suited to 
various price ranges, lbey also can accoTUlilodate sulIicienl RAM in a single architecture to 
pemnl the entire database be loaded to bard memory rbjs inuuediately sbortens tbe pipeline 
by two steps from tbe that fOlmd in the SOPVG 
in eitber tbe obj cct based system or ill implementing ray tracing algorithms. the 
greatest limitation is the i,peed with which .';Ct!nes can be H!ndered, to recent years teclwology 
bas been generous, providing researchers with faster and more powerful computers, to tlu: 
course of presenting result~ in lhis the si~ it v.~11 be apparent how the march oftechnology, by 
itself, has mad!;; ray tracing algorithms more viable. Eacb passing year breakthroughs which 
would accelerate individual CPU s become more difficult to acmeve, To reach a point wbere 
smooth video can be produced from a database other avenues must be ex-plored 
Optim.i.ring the serial code, in this case written in C, offers some small possibilities for 
improved speed, Most ortbe opportunities to obtaw these types or improvements have 
already been exploited by Baer, Driels aDd others 
lhc must promi~ing approach 10 "'the speed problem'· is Ihe segregating oflbe code 
to allow the emplo)meot of parallel processors. This can be accomplished througb various 
meaus, The most complicated and difficull to coordinate method is to IUD ideutical code on 
ph~;cally separate machines and integrate the results on a processor res-ponsible lor control 
and coordination_ This is the approach implemented in the SOPVG. Another approach is to 
use "primitives" to parallelizl.: the code and rUIl it on multiple processors within a single 
architecture. ·The !»lltax and implemt:ntation of primitives varies in the C language Irom one 
computer llllmufucturcr to another. lbis approach relies heavily ou queues. Additionally, as 
the name implies, primitives are limited in their flexibility and are difficult to work with 
The approach whieh will be discussed in this thesis is the use oftbe Power C language 
OD the family of multi-processing system.s produccd by Silicon Grapbics. Rather than a 
language, Power C is actually a library of compiler directives provided for tbe C compiler 
lucse compiler directives are actually constructed from the primitives and provide syntax 
clements wbieb are more readily integratcd into a !>1rudured programming language, The 
Power C libraries also provide more methods for oonstructing parallel code, including code 
analy;o;ers and optimizers. -nlese will he discussed in more detail later in the thesis 
The availability of the Power C element~ pennits a more systematic approach to 
developing code for multi-processors, Onc well developed and te!>1ed approach is provided 
by Barr E. Bauer in his book Practical Parallel Programing 
• Profile the execution or the serial version ortbe program 
• Determine the regions in which execution time is significant 
• Look for opportunities in those significant regions. 
• ModifY dependent code blocks inhibiting paralleilz.ation 
• Guard against Dependence 
• Include as much code in the parallel region as possible. 
• Examine allelllatives 
• Profilc again 
• Tune parallel regions 
• 	 Avoid paraUcij7jllg 
Aliiollps 
Sholl execution loops_ [Ref 3: p 1901 
Not dire"tly related to frallle rate~ is tile problem ofhandling over hangs. An exa1llple 
of this can be found in Figure 3. The "haded area under tbe tree is an overhang region 
Because of the nature of the ray tracing algoritbm and tIle limited data available from the 
ele 
'S 'S t6~ 'S 'S / / //#X#
Base Elevation Plane 
}'igurc 3 Graprucal Representation of Terrain Databa~ Elements 
databllse, :termining when a ray passes underneath a stmeture can be problematic. One 
method for resolving Ihis problem \vithout driving up the frame rates ""ill be presellled 
Repn:senting target vchicles in a recognizable foml is auotber problem wlllch requires 
further rcscareh. Vel)' few maneuverable man made objects can be reasonably represcutcd 
using one meIer resolution In the SOPVG, tbe requirement was 10 render targets to a 
rcsolution of3 metersLRef 2]. Tbe simplest targCI imp1cmcotatioTJs are conformal, that is 
thcy are flcxible and foUow the comOllr of the {crmin. Vehicles arc, of cuurse, rigid. This 
fillt has nOi yet heen accoWlted lor in thc algorithms which will be presellled here, althougb 
recommendations for including targets in thc database will be provided 
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n. ANATOMV OF THF. l'E:RSI'ECT1VE VIEW G£~£RATOR 
A. TOr. VARIOUS VERSIONS OfTH!': PVC USED IN TFSTrNG 
Al Lhe beginning oftesting not all available machines were capable of supporting the 
sallie level of graphics. This lead to the dcvclopmelll ofdiffercnt vcrsions ofthc PVG whicb 
could allow the performJUlCC of the vaTious machines to be compared. The tics! of these 
versions is PVG-No Video, nus version prints "start" on the screen when scene rendering 
begins. On ce sixty frames ba\'c been rendercd, "stop" is printcd on the sercen. Prior to 
funning this series ortests it was believcd that the ovcrhcad associated with sending the 
rendered scene \0 the screCD was minimal. lbis proved not to bc tbe case 
To more preci..ely determine the overhead involved in writing the image to the screen 
another version was produced, PVG-Video-no mouse. The position oflhe cursor on the 
screen detennines the speed and direction ofmotion oftbe obsen.:er. The mouse is used to 
position the cursor 00 tbe scret.'ll. As the name implies, the effects oftbe monse wen: left out 
lbis freezes tbe position oftbe observer and effectively frl"C7.eS lbe rendered image As in the 
version without video. screen writes signal the beginning and end ofsccnc rendering. The 
impact of video will be more completely discussed in the section oftbe thesis on results 
The version. PVG-Video with mouse, or PVG-ITllIm. is the mo."t complete version of 
the PVG prior to adding targets. The sole purpose ofthis version is 10 determine the frame 
rate with a moving obsetv er. TIlis can be con sidered the troe frame rate. Beyond this point 
tbe addition of targets and other feature s, will modity the frame rate The most likely 
outcome being a reduction in frame rates. 
" 

H. A DE:TAu,rD DESCRIPTION OFTHE IMTARASE 
A thorough understanding the data base is essential in understanding what can, and 
more importantly, .....flat I:annot be represeuted in the image scnt to the screen. The database 
employed in the PYG is pseudo three dimensional. Two of the dimensions are completely 
defined in the Base Elevation Plane ( See Figure] ). The third dimension. the vertical one, 
is partiaUy defined in a 32 bit word. Oue ofthese ]2 bit words is associated v.ith each box 
00 the Base Elevation Plane. Since each block on the ba!>C elevation plane is one meIer 
square, each grid position can be specified using two integer valucs without any loss of 
infonnatiOD. The Bit A<.signment Table below breaks dowD the 32 bit word in to it's variolLs 
components. 
• 	 de - This is the elevation above sea level to the center of the theoretical one meter 
blol,;k above the Base elevation plane. 
• 	 uci - Tblo: under cover index provides the distance from the overbanging portion 
of a strul:ture, or vegetation to the Terrain Plane 
• 	 nor - This provides the angle of the surface oonnal as mea;;ured from the vertical 
The implementations of the PYG which appear in this thesis do not utilize this 
data 
• vgh - 1Ws is the height of the vegetation measured from the Terrain Plane. 
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• 	 vid - The vegetation identification is not used in the versions of the PVG discussed 
in this thesis 
• 	 n - This bit indicates wbether tbe object contained in the block is llIan made ( I) or 
natural(O) 
• s - Indicates whethel' the surface in question is in direct SlID light or shade 
• gsv - gray shade value of the vegetation or bald terrain. 
Note that only one gray shade value is retained in the database base for each position 
on t.he Base Elevation Plane. Referring to the example in Figure 1 tht: color retained as the 
gray shade value for the position indicated by tht: shading would be tbe value for the top of 
the tree, In IDOst situations the gray shade value for area underneath the tree wonld be 
substantially different from tbe tree itst: l( This diifert:nct: would be even more acute if 
seasonal conditions. sucb as snow cover, are considered 
C. PVG-l\1AlN.C AS WRITTEN BY DR. MORRIS DRIEI..S 
Development and tcsting bcgan with a set ofprotorype programs modeled on the core 
code used by Wolfgang Baer ill tbe SOPVG. The code was further modifit:d by Dr. Morris 
Oriels to study the PVG's vaJue as a visua1i7.ation tool for the JANUS(A) gaming systt:m. A 
flow cbart for the main program as conceived by Dr. Oriels appears in Appendix 1\. 
The main program call be separated into two distinct sections. Contained bclweeu 
program stan and the while loop are a series of functions calls which load the database and 
initialize the window where the rendered scenes will be displayt:d. This constitutes the first 
section, wbieh is executed only once. This portion oftbe code bas no impact ollihe frame 
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rate. TIle o.econd portion of the code is contained within the while loop. Each pa~s through 
this while loop represents one frame, or image, being \-vrillen to the screen . 'Ibis is the 
ponion of the code wbere improvements and optimizations will improve tbe fraole rate 
Within the wh.ile loop are two fimction calls which were introduced by Morris Dtiels 
to test target acquisition algoritlml~ not related to the issu es in tbis thesis. lbese arc the calls 
to TARGET and RESTORE. It "ill be observed in later Oow chans aod code Ihat tbese were 
deleted 
Th e MOUSE fimctiOIl facilitates movement of the of the observers positioo By 
moving we pointer around We screen the direction of motion oftbe observer can be changed 
as well as the speed over Ihe ground. Specific button combinations lor maneuvering tbe 
observer can be found in the comments at tbe beginning of the C code for MOUSE (see 
Appendix U). 
ill the PVG, rapid ray tracing is accomplished throngh the usc of direction cosines 
As the observers position and att itude change with each frame, tbe direction cosines change 
This is accomplished in the fimction GENDDCOS. The ZIGZAG function takes the direction 
cosines from GENUOCOS and accomplishes the ray traces and generates an array holding 
a series gray shade values. TIle last step in scene rendering is accomplished by the DISPLAY 
function . DISPLAY takes the array of gray shades produced by ZIGZAG and writes them 
to the screen as a bit map 
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Il. PERSPEC'TlV[ VIEW GENERATOR INITIALIZATION PROCt:DURES 
I'he li.mctioll (NIT initiali7.cs a series ofvectors used primarily to describe the starting 
position of the observer. The vector IFOVNOW consists often elements. The first two 
clements specify the observers position projected down on the Base Elevation Plane. "Jbe 
third eiemCtlt provide~ the observers elevation. The Ilext three elements specll)' the bore sight 
oftbe observer. lbe S(.."VCtlth element provides the field of view. llle last three clements are 
not used. RAYSEG provides lhe dimensions of half of the screen for GENUDCOS. Finally, 
INIT uses the variables TAR_X and 'JAR_ Y to hold the initial position of a grouud target 
projected on the Base Elevatioll Plane These last two variables were not used in the frame 
rate testing 
The next step in initialization is reading the database from hard disk to the two 
dimen~ional array OAT. Before this is be accomplished DATAGEN prompts the user for 
some basic data. The PVG is capable of displaying over a range oftllilgnificatious. With a 
tlliIguifieatioll of one, the window whi(;h appears on the screen measures 1.5 inches on a 
side[Ref \ ). L>ATAGEN also requests tbe user to sele,,"1 a resolutioll . Several databases are 
available for FOIt HWlter Ligget with varying resolution. Fur aU testing of algorithm.~ 
discussed in Ibis thesis the one meter reoolution databaSe: was uSe:d. DATAGEN also prompts 
the user to enter a starting point using the coordinates oftbc Base Elevation Plane 
Once the preliminaries have been taken care of. DATAGEN calls the function 
GET_BLOCK to load the database. Oue 32 bit word is loaded to each of the cells in the 
array DAT. Each set of indices of the anay correspond 10 a one meter hlock oi"lhe Base 
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Elevation Plane. 'lbe number of blocks loaded is hard coded in tbe program, but can be 
adjustcd up to the point where the availahle RAM is exhausted 
Belore ~ scene can be written to a scrOClJ, a portion orthe screen lIlust be sct aside as 
a window. To accomplish this, two graphics languages are provided by Silicon Graphics 
These arc GL and OpenGL. The simpler of the IwO, GL, uses the standard commands 
providcd by tbe Xwindow interface whlch comes witb standard Unix operating systems to 
initializc a window. "lbe second, OpenGL. requires a complex and extensive window server 
be written by the programmer before a window can be opened. lbe advantage 10 OpenGL 
heing tbat once the window has been opened, more powerful and flexible commands arc 
avaiJable to manipulate the window 
rhe GL language was selected for two reasolls The most important of these is the 
simplicity of programing in GL. The SC«lnd is somewhat more pfllgmalic. Three ofthe four 
multi-processing computers availahle lor le~ting are 32 bil machines wIDch only Sllpp0l1 the 
GL instruction set As ofAugust 1995, the ti4 bit machine that was availahle unly sullported 
OpenGL. This is tbe condition \\-meb ne(;essitatcd the development of the PVG-No Video 
option for testing. This dccision was made more a(;ceptable hy the prospect tbat an upgrade 
to the operatiog system was in development for tbe 64 bit machine, which would allow the 
use ofGL code. 'Ibis npgrade was successfully completed in November 1995. 
Graphics language is first CIIcoUlllered in the lNlT_WINDOW function. This fUllctioli 
opens a window, and modifies it's default settings. The oommand 'winopen', is fairly self 
explanatory. It sets aside a portion of tbe screen to be manipulated by the progr.lillDler. 111e 
default dimensions of the \virJdow arc spe(;ificd prior to opening the window using the 
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command 'prefsizc'[Ref 4]. Color gives the window a gray shade value to usc liS a reference, 
or iudex[Ref. 4J_ RGB allows the (;olor map to be bypassed wbcn rcndcring scenes[Ref. 4] . 
Once lhe window is open Done of the default values modified by follow on commands, slich 
a~ KGB mode, will take effect until the ' gcorrfig ' command is executedlRef4] . 
[. SETlI:\'G IJPTOSTART A NEW FRAMt: 
The PVG forms a bridge between two distinct rdereuce frame~ The first refereuce 
plane is thai of the oh~er.er, referred to in tbe C code as the 'camera' system The vcetor 
tFOVNOW provides a bore sight that is relative to the primary axes of the obscrver's 
reference fi-ame. The other refel'euce frame is the one whcre most of the work is dODe in the 
ray tracc This is the reference plaue of the database, referred to in the C code as the 'utm' 
system The position of thc observer is maintained in tbe vector rr:OVNOW in 'utm' 
coordinates_ lbis position is updatcd for each Dew frame in the function MOUSE, prior to 
generating thc direction cosines for the ray trace. 
Tbe lUCans fur accomplishing this transformation is well documented in numerous 
physics and dynamics texts, thus, it will not be repeated here, It is sufficient to note tbat the 
transfunuation requires multiplicatiun of two, thrce elcmelJ! vectors. 111is is accompLished 
by the general purpose function MA TNMVL. This process must be repeated three times, for 
column shills, row sh.ifts and ray trace steps. To funher reduce the redundant code the 
fimctiOli VEH2UTM is used to accomplish related mathematics. When the function ends it 
will have updated the global tlu'ee by three matrix, ddcos, with the directioD cosines neces~ary 
to perionn Ihe ray trace 
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F. Pl:RFORMING THE RAY TRACE 
Ibe function ZIGZAG performs the actual ray trace and fills a vector. vrFW, \vith 
a gray shade value for each completed ray trace. The flow chart in Appendix A and thc code 
in Appcndix B is the haseliue function used in aU tcsting to dctenn.ine frame rates. This 
function is based on a version written by Morris Oriels, portions of which, dealing v.ith 
vehicle acquisition testing, wcre removed for frame rate measurements. 
The limction bcgins by moving tbe va lues for the current positions oflhe observer in 
to local variables ('e ' , 'n' ,'LX'). lbe values 'e' and 'n' fix the position or the observer on the 
Base Ele\<'ation plane. Tbe value ' LX' is tbe height ortbe observer above the Base Elevation 
Plane. F!'Om this point the direction cosines for GENDDCOS are set up to stan ray tra cing 
Ii-om the point of the camera to the lower left hand cOllier of its field of view and furtbcr on 
to the terrain (see Figure 4 ) 
Inc outermost 'for' loop adjusts the direction cosines at the beginning of each 
colutllJ.l, shifting the ray from left to right. The next innermo~1 'do wbile' loop performs a 
similar function adjusting the direction oftbe ray, !'Ow by row, trace from the bottom ofa 
column to tbe top. lbc inner most loop gets to the actual business ofperfonning the ray 
trace. ]bis loop successively applies direction oosine to thc values of'c ','u' and 'zr'. At each 
step the height at tbe iudices ' e','n' in the matrix DAT(a .k.a. 'zt') arc compared v.ith 'zr' 
If the ray height is below the terrain level the function HJTGRI\'D is called to determine the 
gray !>hade value. The 'if statemeut included in tbis loop guards against the ray running olf 
tbe edge of the data base. If this should occur the ray trace is tenniuated using a 'break ' 












Figure 4 Graph.ical Relationsh.ip of Ray Trace Elements 
The zig-zag pattern. or Il-rmin foUo'Wlng feature , is implemented by recording the step 
where tClTain contact was made at the end of the inner ray tracing loop and prior to 
inercmtmting the row. TIle step is tllen decreml;;l)ted hy three 10 provide the starting point for 
the next ray trace, This is done 10 start the ray trace clear of any vegetation overhangs. 
When starting a new column. the step is set to zero for the row zero trace. 
Th is version ofZIGZAG is also coded to provide a grid reference on the scrcen in 
",hite_ This is accomplished in the 'else i.f slructures encountered on leaving the ray tracing 
loop. 
III determining the gray shade v31ne there He several cases wwch must be considered 
Case!\, in Figure 5, shows a ray striking the top of a piece ofvegetation. As long as the ray 
is not helowthe level of the overhang, then the gray shade value is that of the tree. Case B. 
sh uws a slightly lower ray striking tbe tree on the uoden;ide ufthe overhang In the CUrrent 
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Figure 5 Po~sible Ray Paths for the 
HlTGRND function 
version ofltJrGRND the same gray shade value is returned as case A Depending on the 
angle ofthe sun the value returned could be correct, or could be much darker tban the actual 
color. 
Case C shows a ray which strikes the bald groUlld llllderncath the Irct:. As previously 
stated the database only holds a single gray shade value for this position in the database 
Where the tree is surrOllodoo by grass this is not a prohlem, but trus is seldom the casc. lbis 
is a short coming nfthe databa~e which cannot be readily overcome. Presently, tbe functioll 
relUrus the gray shade value ortbe trec. One approach to resolving this problem would be 
10 code the function to ''remember'' the last value of the gray shade where the 'uci' was zero 
(i ,e. bald terra in). Wbcn this particular ease was encOlmtered, thc last bald tcrrain value could 
be retllmcd, vice the gray shade value of the tree 
Case D is thc simplest one to handle, with a 'uci' equal to zero, the gray shade value 
is returned without furtber consideration 
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Case E requires special handling, with many possible solutions. Case E is a ray which 
passcs beneath an overhang, bUI does not ~1rike tbc objcct. TIle gray shaded grid pmritioos 
beneath the tree indi!:ates the position~ where the ' uei' is grealer thaD zero, but thc ray is 
below thi: kvel ofthe 'uci ' . In this case, no gray shadc value should hi: n::tumed and thc ray 
tra!:e should be coutinued. The options are to re~tart the ray trace re!:uTsively, or to sct a flag 
and allow the ray tra!:e to continue lmtil the flag is clearcd TIus last option is the one 
implemented in the improved function HlTGRNDA. 
As can he seen from the flow chart and the code in the appendices. the cases arc 
handled in the order presented above using chained 'if statements. This version of 
HlTGRNLl also inwrporates thc grid line oode. Tbe 'col' variable is used as the flag to allow 
the ray t race to COlitinUC. Gray shade values range from [) to 255. Setting 'col' to 300 
effectively sets a flag and causes the ray traec loop 10 continuc execllting This 
implementation requires modification to the ZIGZAG function in order to execute properly_ 
The modified function appears in the appendices as ZIGZAGA 
G. GETfING THE IMAGE TO THE SCRI<:i·:N 
Once the VIEW Vector has been tilled with gray shade values the scelle can be written 
to the screen. Tbis is accompJi!JJ.ed by the function DISPLAY. This fi.mction is esseDtial,ly 
comprised ofh>.'o graphics commands. The tirst is ' reclzoom' , which scales the source image 
in the 'x ' and 'y, directiollsby a vector or scale raetors passed to thl;: function, For the PVG 
the image is scaled by tbc same factor in hoth directions. The scale factor used is the one 
ioput during program initialization "Rectzoom' does this by taking each pixel in sequence 
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fi'om the SOlITce image and expands it in to multiple pixels by the scale factor[Ref "J Figure 
6 shows how 'rcctzoom' expands pi:l(eis prior to v.Titing to the scrcen. 
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Figure: 6 Pixel Expansion Using ' rectzoom' 
After Ref. [4) 
Ouce the image has been scaled for the window it can be written, oue pixel at a time, 
to the screen using the command 'lrcctwrite' (figure 7). "Jbc Cartesian coordinates for the 
lower left and upper right hand comers of the pixel grid must he specified. This provides the 
function with the height and width of the window. or portion of a window being written to 
By default, pixel writing begins at the lower left hand corner, from left to right. and bottom 
to top I1LC order that pixels are Vlritten can be selected using the 'pixmode' command[Ref 
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HI. OPTIMIZING THE St:RIAL PROGRAM 
A. TEST PROCEDURES 
The Illajor issue to be resolved with respect to tbe rVG is Ihe "speed" of the 
algorithm In lhe contcxt ufa computer program, "~'Pced" can take many roms. FiEL there 
is the 3IllOWil oftimc the processor spends executing the program. 01' CPU time Next, there 
is Ihe time inputloutput (liO) dcvi(;cs take to process and display information. ["his call he 
a considcrabk cha1Jcllge to measure due to the interaction ofmcmory buffers with the CPU 
and the 110 device. A related question is. "What are we weasuriogT' Arc we interested in 
tite lotal execution time of the program, or the amOlUlI of time a particular loop takes to 
execute? Rel1ltivc time is another is!>llc, 'What portion of procc~sing time is ocwpied by one 
operation versus another?" 
There are several approaches to measuring the ~peed of a program They range from 
well constructed and precise tools contaiued iu Ihe oper~ting system to more tr~ditiODal 
methods iuvolving stop watches and ~atistics 
Code profiling. lbis is accomplished usiug a UNIX feature, 'prof . To set the 
program up for profiling a switch, '-p' ,must be iududed in the !.:omtnand to !.:ompik the 
IllOgram This switch compiles the program with breaks every 10 milliseconds to sample the 
function the CPU is presently execUfwg. If one is using the rotal cxc!.:ution time of the 
program to compute another value, the overhead of collecting the data on the currcutly 
executing function introduces an uncertainty \\-TIieh is extremely difficult to estimate. LogRJO 
(Appt:1ldix C) shows all example of the output produced loy the 'prot' command From this 
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example it is clear that the relative time spent on each function is easily obtained, as well as 
total execution time.[Ref 4J 
Pixie Profiling. TIlis tool is very similar 10 the 'prof command. However, 'pixie' alld 
'pixjestats' provide a Mer degree of granularity and a wider range of statistics. The price the 
programmer pays for these advalllages is the greatly enlarged overhead oftbe electronic book 
keeping, Referring back to Barr E. Bauer's strategy for paraUelizjng code, 'pixie' aod 'pixie 
stats' can he used very eitectively in accomplishing the fiTst step of this strategy. 'l'ix.ie' and 
'pixiestaf also have the power to anaiyLC the activity ofindividual threads of multi-processor 
code[Ref 4J Ths is of particular value in resolving load imbalances between threads in 
multi-processor code "Threads" and 'Load Imbalances" will be discussed in greater detail 
later in the thesis. 
lAJg98a (Appendix C) !;hows several examples ofpixie outpot files. 10 addition to the 
much tiner granularity, a number ofadditional measured values are available. For the purpose 
of analyzing and improving speed, the data on instruction cycles lost or delayed (contained 
in the file beader) can be very IIseful. From this data the effect o f adding and deleting input 
and output devices can be as&sscd. An inspection ofthe basic-block counts can also give the 
programmer a feci for the interaction of operating system features with tbe program. In the 
first example in log98a the function using the most cpu cycles is"~mp~slave~waitJor_wofk". 
lUis filllction is part of the mult i-processor scheduler, not formally a part ofpvg-main.c 
Manual Timing of programs. For the PVG the only portion ofthe program ofintereSl, 
as far as speed of execntion is concerned. is thc 'do wbile ' in pvg-main. Each pass through 
tbis loop represcnts one frame Referring on ce again to log8 10, two trials are shown The 
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first trial shows the total execution time of the program to produce 40 frames_ TIle time~ 
were obtained lIsing the 'prof fun ction. One might be tempted to divide 40 frames by 5.6 
seconds 10 obtain a frame rate uri. I frames pcr second, inc hiding the time spent loading the 
database . TIlis &amc ratc would indicate a video rate which is approaching continuous 
motion. What the user ofthe pva acnlally obsen.'cs is about one frame per second. far from 
continuous motion. A less precise. but more accurate method is to time the period between 
IwO events on the screen, nus method was employed ;n the second sel of tnals. ll1csc times 
wcrc obtained by ~artillg a slop watch when the first frame appcan:d, observiug the screen 
move 19 times and Slopping tIle SlOp watch , By this method, the frame rate was delennrncd 
to be approximately !.l seconds. For the purposes of determining frame rates manual timing 
methods will be relied upon and usc of the 'prof fu.llction will bc limitcd to mak.ing 
comparisons between programs. 
For rates offour frames per second and less, counting the frames is acceptable. As 
!.he frame rates rise from t.his level it becomes increasingly dimcult and eventually impossible 
10 obtain accurate frame rates. It was inevitable that tbe PVG would havc to be modified in 
order to facilitate manual timing. The solution 10 the problem can be seen PVG-noV. lhe 
' do while ' loop has been modified slighlly 10 COUIlt 60 frames and terminatc. Two print 
statements were added to signal tbe start and end ofthc frame generation portion of the 
program. On obtaining the desired frame rate of twenty frames per second thc intelVal 
between the start and end mess-ages would be approximately three seconds. This is all intelVal 
which can be easily measured with a slOp watch Appendix D contains the specific manual 
timing procedures used to obtain frame rates 
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Manual timing introduces a number orunccrtainties inlo the testing process. TIle fir~ 
is Ihe lUlcel1ainty in Ihe liming device. While on the order ofblmdrcdths ora secund for an 
electronic !'ttop watch, this is still high \wen compared with clock error in the Silicon gravhic~ 
machines. Second i~ the inherent lUlcel1ainty of a human operator. !\.nother considemtion 
is that the machines available for te~ting are predominantly servers. In all cases they are 'time 
~aring machines' TIle second~ lost to time sharing and server~ i~ not included in the 'prof 
and 'pixie' output The number ofpeople \\110 are sharing a prucessor varies over the course 
oftile day, bm over the span of testing can be taken to be random. The effects of sharing the 
CPU can also be reduced by t<:sting during periods of low CPU activity. All this leads 10 the 
conclusion that ~tatistical analysis and trials of greater than 30 measurements are requin:d to 
obtain stati.'>tically valid results [RefSJ 
lbe following table provides a summary of the machines used in testing the various 
versions of the PVG discussed in tbis thesis. A1gicba, AIioth and Tobago are servers for 
specialized programs for their respective departments. Indy2 i~ a single processor work 
station which is typical ofthe machines used to perform serial optimi7..atiun . 
Machi.ne Name CPU Clock Speed 	 DataCaehe Instruction Main Memory 
Si7..c Cache Size S'" 
lndy2 R4400 100 MHZ 16 Kbytes 16 Kbytes 32 Mbytes 
Algieba 2xR8000 75 MHZ 16 Kbytes 16 Kbytes 384 Mbytes 
Alioth 8xR8000 33 MHZ 64 Kbytes 64 Kb~1es 2S6 Mbytes 
Tobago 4xR4400 ISO MHZ. 16 Kbytes 16 Kbytes 128 Mbytes 
Table 2. Summary ofMachin e~ Used In Development and 1 estmg 
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B. MODIFICATIO~S WHICIt HAl):'<IO [FFECT 
Before proc~~ding with Bauer's strategy for p3ral1elizing an algorithm, the serial 
program should be optimized [0 the greatest extent possible. Considerable elTon had 
previou~ly been expended by BaCT and Oriels in this area. This limited the opportunities for 
fi.JJ1her optimi7..ation. '1111;: first area which was investigated \0 find further optimizations was 
in the selection o[]oop structures and syntax. Each loop stmcture; 'for', ' while' and 'do 
wbili:' each incur their own overhead in the executable code. Various combinations ofioop 
~1nKtun:: were cmployctl within ZIGZAG and the frame rates recorded for each. Lug8' 0 and 
log823 in Appendix D shuw the raw results frum this testing. NOILc of the tlm:c loop 
combinations varied by more tball one standard deviation from tbe baseline version 
C. T HE UORl1,oNTAL ZIGZAG 
One version ofZIGZAG te!'>led did actually improve performance hy more tban one 
!'>Iandard deviation_ This version employed a horizontal ZIGZAG similar to tbc vcrticalterrain 
foLluwing ngzag. An additional variable was included to hold the value of 'step' at first 
terrain contact from tbe previous coluUlll at ruw zero. The baseline program took 38.45 
seconds to generate 40 frames on average v.ith a !'>Iaudard dc\-iation of3.74 seconds. The 
borizontal nw.ag vcrsion requircd 31_84 sccolld~ with a !>tandard deviation of2 .64 seconds 
As the time difference betwet:D the two versions is greater than their combined standard 
deviations, the improvl;.':mcnt can be considered statistically significaut. 
This implementation llliIy at first seem appealing, but has a r;erious drawback Objects 
wh ich are tall and have II base closer to the observer thrut tbe first terrain contact will be 
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passed over (see Figure 8). Ray trace ' a' is the first ray Irace that ZIGZAG would perfonn. 
With the horizoma l ZIGZAG the ray trace would stan each successive ray trace at a point 
three steps baek from the dottcd line connecting 'a' and 'b' Since this line passed behind 








Figure 8 Horizontal Terrain Following. 
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IV. PARAU.. [LlZING THE PERSPE(.TIVF: VIEW GE:NE:RATOR 
A. AN INTROD(;CTlON TO PARAu.n. PROGRAMING 
As the demand for speed in infonuation processing in creases, and the opportunitics 
for lechnical lll'eakthl'Oughs which would improve processor speed become less likely, the 
pressure is mOllllling 10 find altematives to serial processing. Multi-processor architectures 
offer a promising alternative whicb could improve speed by a factor equal to the number of 
processors available. The multi processing arcbitccturc by itself will not produce 
improvements in performance. Algorithms must also be designed to run in paraUel. Thc 
appropriate code must then mc inserted to signal the operating system that portioos oftbe 
program cao be run simultancously 
Parallel processing algorithms faU into three categories 
Result Parallelism - Focuses on parallel computation of aU elemcnts in data a 
structure[Ref 3: p_ IIJ 
Agenda Paral1elism • Specifies an agenda of tasks for parallel computation of 
distributed data that is accessible by llllIlly processes simultaneously[Ref 3: p. I 11 
Specialist Parallelism - Specialist agents solve problems cooperatively in which data 
is passed between the agents[Ref 3: p_ III 
Simple algorithlllS, such as perfonnjug a character string search of a very large data 
base, would fall neat ly in to the c£llegory, Result ParaUclislll_ Once algorithms move to a 
IUgher level of colllplexity it is unlikely that they would fit so neatly into a single category 
For the PYG, the ZIGZAG function taken by itself, appears to be an obvious case of Result 
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Parallelism. I1ut when considered in relationship to GENDCOS and DISPLAY does it 
become Specialist Parallelism. Espcei:llIy iftbe DISPLAY lianetion can also be parallelizcd 
One might wonderwbat the point of categorizing is. iran algoritbm can ~o easily fall 
in to multiple categories, Power C pro\~des a widc range of tools and syntax elements which 
can be used to parallelize an algorithm. Different tools ill the Power C tool box are more 
appropriate to some categories of parallelism than others. Some tools can be adapted to for 
use on any type of loop, or to run heterogeneous fragments of code in parallel. Other 
syntactical demcuts arc only applicable to 'for' loop structures. By categorizing an algorithm 
the programmer can make some preliminary decisions ahout wh.ich tools should be 
investigated 
An importaut concept that is fimdameutal to multi-processing is the idea of a "thread". 
A thread is any !Ta~'Dlent of code which can be executed simultaneonsly with other scctiuns 
of code. 'lbe condition which prevents a code fragment !Tom being nm in parallel is data 
dependence. Specifically, two fragments of code may need to modify or read the same data 
element simultaneously. Syutaetical elements exi!>t in Power C to deal with these conditions 
and allow a thread to remain independent. In other cases the code may have to be modified 
to eliminate the data dependence so the thread can run in parallel with other code. 
One example of data dependence is the case where a value is ca.-ried from one 
iteration of a loop to the next, and modified. The code fragment below shows a simple 
do i = l,lOOO 
a(i) = cvar 
cvar "'- b(i) / eli) 
endda 
J2 
example ofthisTRc[ J: p. 50J TIle value of'cvar' is carried from fonvard from the previolls 
iteration and then modified. TIle CUITen! value of "lvar' is dependent on the results uftht: 
prcviou~ iteration of the loop 
Another fundamental concept of paraJiel programing is the COIKep! of " load 
imbalance" Ideally, ifa serial program is modified 10 nm on a four processor machine. there 
shouJd bl;.': a four fold increase in speed. Some small overhead must be paid in initializing the 
parallel region. but only a small portion of oue CPU's time will he occupied by the operating 
system scheduling CPUs, When:: tbe ideal is not realized. the must likely cause is load 
imbalance.TIlis occurs when one thread takes significantly longer to execute than other 
threads lUlll1.ing in parallel. In the four processor example, instead of executing io just over 
oue quarter of tile time, the program "vill execute in the time is takcs to execute the longest 
thread. In a poorly designed algorithm tltis can hc significant 
Log817, ill Appendix C, provides an example of load imhalancc in action Ibis log 
was genemtcd to demoustrate proper parallel operation ofA1ioth after a software patch was 
installed. The text ufthe program appears in Appeodix B as <te~1fu5g.c' . Ibis simple 
program is designed to priut ' hlock I',' hlock 2',' block J',' block 4' in order with a line feed 
after each. Fly adjus1ing the load ill each loop within thc independent blocks, the order of 
printing is changed. TIlis is accumplished by alteriug the values for the variables 
'altl' , 'alt2'.'a1t3' and 'alt4' 
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B. THE KF.V #pragma LF.XICO~ t:U:J\lENTS, WITH EXAMPLES 
The Power C library provides both the syntax to allow a programmer to manually 
parullel an algorithm, or a routine 10 generate parallel code. Rather than cataloging the 
(;ommands here and explaining their purpose, the few syntactical elements which are relevant 
to parallelizing the PVG will be reviewed here. 
#pragma parallel- This compiler directive is used to define the region where parallel 
code re~ides v.ithin the program. Multi-processor directives outside tills region arc ignored 
The parallel region is most ofl:el1 bOlUlded by ' (' immediately following tbe #pragma and ")' 
at tbe end of the parallel regionlRef 3: p. 145]. Where the parallel regiol1 is limited to a code 
fragment bOlUlded by another "#pragma' immediately following the '#pra13ma parallel' the 
brackets can be omitted 
#pragma independent - H .is is tbe IJX)Sl conceptually simple syntax wh.ich can be used 
to define a parallel thread. The executable fragment is enclosed in brackets as in the above 
' #pragma' Ibe programmer assumes responsibility for ensuring that there are 110 data 
dependencies which would cause segmentation errors or errotleaous answers[Ref. J : p. 145­
146]. Any code contained between the brackets ofan independent block can be executed in 
parallel with any of the other code in a parallel region. A sample of the s}lItax for this 
'#pragma' can be fOlUld in Appendix 8 PVG-MAJN2.C and testfu5g.c. 
#pragma pfOf - TIlis clement supplements the 'for' command in a program The 
'#pragma' applies to the 'for' loop immediately following it. Tbe iterations oftbe 'pror' loop 
are ,;pLit amoll1113 tbe available processors at compile lime. [Ret: 3: p. 1451 Once again, the 
progranuner is responsible for ensuring that no value computed in the a loop is required in a 
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~ucccsivc loop, such as accull)ulatiol!, H sum. An sample or the 'pror' ~ymax appears ill the 
text box below The program assigns Lero to each elemeot of -piglet'" ao array of 1000x I 000 
elements 
void 	ma in (void) 

int i, j ,k ; 

int pigle:. [1 000] [ l OOO J ; 

through cycle number %2d. \n" , i) ; 
The above code is actually an example ofa nested loop. In the Line containing the 
'#pl"agma parallel" two code elemeuts signal the compiler which indices will be split among 
the available processors, and which \-"ill be duplicated in each thread. The 'local" variable 'j' 
will be split. lu this example, if two processors were available, one would lake 0 to 499 and 
500 to 1000 wou.ld go to the second processor. The inner loop will be duplicated in each of 
the threads, hence the ' shared' variable. The compiler cannot actually allow ooe variahle of 
the same namt: assigned two memory addresses ( one for each parallel thread ) so it creates 
nvo dummy variable to take the place or the 'k' in each loop. This is all transparent to the 
programmer as these dummy variahles can only be found in the code just prior to linking. 
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C. METIIODS OF PARALLELIZING CODE 
For very simple algorithms thc Power C Analyzer (PCA) can provide a 'quick and 
dirty" mcthod of producing parallel code. TIle PCA \\~l! take an input tilc writtcn in ANSI 
C, perlbrm a serial optimization ofthc code and identifY elemcnts which may bc parallelized 
On idclltif)iug paralJelizable structures, it converts 'for' loops to 'pfor' loops. The PCA is 
unable to distinguish any OUler threads wbich can be placed io paraUel rcgions,[Ret: 3: p. 382­
3~61 altboup,h it will aUow manually paraiJelizcd code to pass through Wlmodified. Mixing 
manually paraUelized code with the PCA generated code thc programmer may inadvertently 
violate Bauer's strategy by paraiJclizing small loops and loops with short execution timcs 
In employing the PCA Bauer provides some guidelines 
• Transform ' while' and ' do wbile ' loops to 'for' loops 
• Focus on loops \\~th fmite limits and integer incremcnts.[Ref. 3: p. 304] 
A careful examination orthe three loops oftbe ZIGZAG functions shows wby, at fIrst, 
the PCA appears to be an appropriate tool for tltis problem. TIle 'do while' loops cannot 
be converted to 'for' loops since they do not use an integer index, but one loop in the 
ZIGZAG fimctioll has a true integer increment. Fortunately, this is the outermost loop. If 
one were to parallelize tltis loop within the function this would be the place to do it . In 
practice tbe PCA will not convert this for loop. By default, the PCA will not convcrt any 
'for' loop \vbere the PeA estimates thc loop contains less than 1000 exeeutahle instructions 
The PCA is unable to estimate the number of executable instructions in a 'do whilc' loop, 
resulting in a count of zero. This default value can be set to zero, whicll should allow the 
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conversion to proceed. Once thi~ hmdle is cleared the PCA then cncounters another obstacle 
to converting the 'for' loop_ Dw: to the lise ofllle indices limn the two outer loops to access 
elcmellts in tIle array OAT the PCA sees variable dependencies between succesive iterations 
of tile of the 'for' 1(01) where there are none 
111C PCA can be invoked as a srand alone command or by including -pca ' as a switch 
when using the 'cc' command in Ul\1X. Whl1l tmulIaHy generating tIle code the switch '-mp ' 
must be included to caU the multi-processor library and tell the compiler to set lip wlllti­
processor compilation 
D. THE PARALLEL VERSIONS OF PVG-MAlN 
From the previous discussioll it is clear that 311 automated paraUeli7.ation of the PVG 
program was problematic_ The PCA provides enough switches and compile parameteg that 
executable code could have eventually been produced. It is not clear tbat this would have 
actually improved the code. The PCA would also have had to be invoked fIOrn within the 
Illilkcfile. The interaction oftbe rcA"s serial optimizcrs and the · 02 and ·03 optimizers 
available in tbc UNIX operating system is not well documented For these reasons a IllilnuaJ 
implementatiun was pur~ued. 
The level in the program where thc code would permit paraUelization was dictated by 
the nature oftbc ray tracing algorithm Prior testing by BaerlRef 2J and Driels[Ret: I] 
demun~trated that a Illiljority orthe time spent by a serial processor was concentrated in the 
ZIGZAG function. Witb.in the innemlOst loop ofZIGZAG each iterative step depends on 
tbe results of the previolls iteration These types of loops are virtually impossihle to 
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segregate. ParaUelizing the inner most loop also leaves a larger portion of the code outside 
of the parallelized region 
rhe next higher loop advances the ray tface row by row nlis is also the loop where 
the terrain fullo\.\ing feature is implemented. If this loop were partitioned, the fay trace would 
be restarted once per column for every additional processor. This would reduce the 
advantage gained by implementing the terrain foUowiug feature. Once again, a portion of the 
oode would be left outside the parallel region which could otherwise be included 11Je natural 
partition point is the outer most 'tor' loop. 
Partitioning the 'for' loop can be accomplished by one oftwo ways Tbe most direct 
approach would be to implement a 'ifpragma pfof' within ZIGZAG. The second option is 
Jess direct, but equally effective. '1be ray tracing can be partitioned by columns from outside 
the ZIGZAG fiutction by specifYing the beginning and end colunnl numbers in PVG-MAlN.C 
The required changes arc as as indicated in the flow charts in Appendix A for PVG­
MAfNZ.C. PVG-MAIN4.C and PVG-MAJNS.L The corresponding code is contained in 
Appendix B. The numbers in parenthesis next to the function call indicate the colulllD 
partitions. This implementation requires no modification of the ZIGZAG function . 
The indirect method was selected because it gives the programmer a higher degree of control 
over how the work is apportioned Additionally, it is conceptually simpler, with clean and 
understandable code 
L SUMMARV 01<' rnAJ\H~ RAT£.S 
The table below presents the frame rates for all versious of the PVG tested on all the 
available nlachines. TIle effects ofemployiog mult i-processing as well as new technology are 
l'Vident. Each nL1chine should have experienced a speed increase nearly equal to the number 
ofpmcessors it employs. 'Ine madLi ne that came tile closest to attaining this standard was 
Algieba, which attained 82% of the e"pected increase. TIle machine that did the poorest was 
Alioth, attaining 55% oftbe expected increase. Notably, Algieba is the newest machine, and 
Motb reprcs(:nts technology which is oow considered obsolete 






 PVG PVG Serial PVGNo PVG Video, PVG,
with Serial With Video Video, No Mouse, Multiple Proc 
Video No Video and Mouse Multiple Multiple Witb Video 
Proc Pmc and Mouse 
Algieba 1.62 6.6 3.6 12.4 5.6 5.8 
Tobago 2,68 3.4 10.8 9.5 9 . 1 
Alioth 4.45 1.11 6.3 3.3 4.9 
Table 3. I raIDe Rates for VerSIOns ofPVG Tested and Machine Tested On 
On completing tbe te.'>ting on Aliotb the Pixie profiling tool was used to profile the 
execution oftbe eight thread program. The results are contained in log9Sa in Appendix C 
TIle first two profiles are botb versions of the PVG with video, the second profile is oftbe 
version without a !)Jouse. Cnmparing the two the effcct of adding the mouse is indirectly 
evident. 'llle portion of time spellt by the processor doing productive work, 43,79% for 
ZIGZAG, increased from 34.45 %. The picfilre for this particular machine becomes even 
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more muddled when it is oh~erved that the Irame rate increased after adding the muuse 
Tubago showed a more predictable result with frame rates decreasing by approximately 4% 
Considering that Algieba attained 96% oftbe thl:oretical maximum, without video, 
it appears that the ZIGZAG algorithm is at or near the best performance which can be 
achieved using multi-processiug It was ex:pected that adding video would reduce the frame 
rate as well the pcrcent of the theoretical maximum This is a direct consequence of adding 
code to the program outside of the Jlarallel region 
By observing the change in frame rates, alier adding video, we can estimatc the impact 
of adding video to the PVG. bl all cases there is a significant drop in frame rate~ (37.9% 
Algieba, Tohago 15.6% and Ninth 21.5%). By examining the Pixie profiling in log98a we 
can gain further insight into the impact of adding video. After video is added only .37% of 
the CPU time is spent executing functions ex:pJicitly identified as GL functiolls. Considering 
that GL functions may be caUillg other functions, the time spent by thc CPUs working on 
graphics related fnnctions does not appear to be IllOre than 4.5%. 
Comparing the profiJe fur pvg-noV8 with pvg-V8 one major difference is the percent 
of time CPU cycles occupied by ·_mp_slavc_waitJor_wOTk ' . This goes from 3.42% 
without video to 48.59% witb video. There are at lea ~1 two possible cx:planation~. The 
problem could be bardware related, the assigned CPUs are waiting for I/O devices to release 
the buffer. Another possibility is that the other seven processors are left waiting for long 
periods of time for the single processor working 011 tbe graphics to finish. lfthe problem is 
hard\\.'3re related it is expected that the drop in frame rates for the newest machine (AJgieba) 
will be hy a srnaUer percentage than on the older machines. 
F. rOPlc s FOR FURTHER RESEARCn 
It appears the loss ofperfofmancc is due \0 the DISPLAY function being in the 
parallel region. Therefore, more code from the DISPLAY function will have to be moved to 
the parallel region to improve cfficil;;HCy. As a test to see iflhe 'Ireclv.Tite' statement could 
be parallelized the test fimction ill the VTEST,C ( Appcudix R ) was run, The function 
consistently crashed the video server on both Tobago and Alioth Under the curn:ll! 
limitations urlhe arc\lltt:lcturc the screen "~i!e cannot he paraUelized 
III ~llitc ofl.bl: tc~1S cited above, this line of research may 110t be hopeless Due to the 
problems witb nllln1ng GL graphics on AJgieba the VTESTC program could not be run on 
that machine. As Algieba reprcSCtlts the best technology availabLe from Silicon Graphics, Inc 
upgrades in tbe hardware and software in this series which could allow multiple processors 
to write 10 the S(;Tecn arc [Jot out of the question. The possibility tbat OpelJGL may permit 
these type of screen writes has still not bcen fully explored. 
Another option for paralleliziug the graphics process would be 10 replicate the 
' rc(;tzoom' wrnmaod in parallelizablc code. This would require the VIEW vector to be 
increased by the scale factor squared. The function [NIT_WINDOW would also have 10 be 
modified to provide a larger window of the appropriate size. "Jbe equivalent code which 
performs the 'reelzoom' li..wction would Ihen be embedded in the ZIGZAG function . For 
example, if the scale factor were 2, a single pass through {he ray tracing loop in ZIGZAG 
wml.ld cause four values to be writtcn to the ViEW vector rather than ooc. Ea(;h ZIGZAG 
fuuI.-1ion would PCrfOlUl the 'rectzooOJ' for its own column partition, effe(;tivc1y splitting the 




V. REPRESENTING TARGf,TS IN TliE PERSPU,TIVE VIEW GENERATOR 
A. PRELUlINARY F,H()RTS TO INTRODUCE TARGETS 
In Bat;:r's SOPVG targets wefe represented u~ing vidt:o objects knoml as "sprites" 
Sprites come in sets. Each set of ;;plites depicts a single vehicle, or mao made object fion! 
II series of cquaUy spaced aspects. A list oftbe positions and identities of all man made 
objects moving through tbe terrain reprcS<:lllcd by the database are maintained by tbe 
SOPVG Qncethe scene is generated, at each position ofa Ulan made obj l;.':ct. II sprite, INilb 
the closest matching aspect to the observer is selected The sprite is scaled to tbe appropriate 
size and electrouicaUy pasted into the image 
This method takes tbt: best elements oflb.: fay tracing algorithm aud the necessary 
elements of 3n objt:ct oriented approach to render a scene. Although the sprites very 
accurately portray man made object;;, they can only portray a limited number of aspects. As 
frame rates increa'-f and approach continuolls motion for tbe terrain, the sprite only changes 
when the boundary from one aspect to the next is crossed by the observer. The eHective 
frame rate ofthe spritt: is actually less than that of the surrounding terrain 
In implementing targets in the rV(j for usc iu the JANUS(i\) gaming system the 
programmer must be concerned with the target ' s appearance being consistent with the 
background. 000: ofthe objectives ofthe gaming system is for the user to identify and classify 
targets in the same maUDe! tbey would in the field. Where one Ilortion of the of the scene 
behaves in a mallller that is not consistent with it';; nature, it can give the user an advantage 
they may not have in the field . Therefore it is highly desirable to find a means of rendering 
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man made ohjecg in the system Ihat nOl only accurately depict them, but arc also consistent 
with the nature of their movemeDt. 
In Oriels earlier work, a very simple vehicle measuring 4 meters hy 4 meters by 10 
meters was employed to explore the fundamenta l geometry of acquiring targets ill the PVG 
The target was applied to tbe database by adding 4 meters to the value, 'ele', at each grid 
position of the vehicle foot print. The function TARGET accomplished this, as wel1 as 
advancing the vehicle in a hard coded direction ofmotioTl. This resulted in a vehicle which 
is conformal ratber tban rigid. figure 9 illustrates how this algorithm causes the vehicle to 
assume the contour ofthe terraiu. Due to the ohlong shape ofthe vehicle it could only move 
t'igure 9 Otiels Original Test Vehicle 
aloDg the axis of the Base Elevation Plane without further distorting the geometry of the 
vehicle. In some oftbc more extreme cas<:s the target could be obsclVcd 10 be crawling over 
the tops of trees, more like a caterpillar tban a man made whick Ibe function RESTORE 
rese! the value of ' ele' [0 it ' s origioal value 
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TIle next level of complexity to be explored was the representation of an actual vehicle 
at ooe OO(..'1:cr resolution_ The first step in tms process was to obtain a line drawing of a 
Russian T-72 tank_ This drawing was ~perimposed on a grid where each block measured 
onelllt.ltcr by one meter. For the most Palt, any block more than 50% occupied by the profile 
ofthe tank was filled \vith a color. Artist ' s license was taken where appropriate in attempting 
to make the block resemble a tank The resulting target, side and top view, is shown in Figure 
10. 
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This one meter resolution target was implemented in a manner similar to the red 
vector vehicle. Additionally, it was maneuvered parallel to an axis of the Hast'! Elevation 
Plane in clear, rclatively flat, terrain. The purpose of this experiment was simply to get a 
rough idea of\\ihetberthe target would be recognizable as a tank. Figures Ila and lIb show 
two snapshots of the vehicle moving in open terrall. The one meter resolution vehicle 
appears itl the white dashed eirclc. Thc distortion due to the conformal implementation is 
particularly evident in Figure [la 
M~ .,Ji;. ..:.. ­
-
C :¥ 
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Figure 11 Screen Capture ofOne Meter Resolution Target. 
Iu addition to the disadvantages of the red vector vehicle already mentioned several 
more iS5lles were brought to light observing the one meter resolution tank moving over the 
' 'level'' plane. The conformal implementations.fuil to consider tht'! angle ofthe grade when 
climbing a hill ortih ofa vehicle as it runs perpendicular to the slop. In Appendix R the tt'!xt 
ofthe function of TAR GET A shows how cumbersome the code can be for directly applying 
the features of the one meter resolution target to tbe database Of course everything which 
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is dOlle to the database roust be wldonc. The function RESTOREA, which clears the effects 
ofTARGETA is only slightly less cumbersome 
B. TOPI.CS .'OR FURTHER RESEARCH: A MORE REALISTIC TARGET 
The first, and simplest problem to be tackled was to render a higher resolution target 
for the database. TIlls " ...as accomplished using the method outlined above for the one meter 
database, substituting a .25 meter grid for the one meter grid_ This provided the much better 
representation found in figure 12. The question now arises, "How do you represent au object 
with quarter meter resolution in a one meter resolution data base?' 
Figure 12 A One Quaner Meter Resolution Target. After 
Ref.(6). 
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One recommended approach is to establish additional plane of reference \vith another 
set of transfonnations for a mini·vehicle database. This database would be fully three 
dimensional and the coordinate system would bt: relative to the verucle. This vehicle database 
would be represented in the greater one meter database as a confonnal symmetric box_ When 
a ray trace reaches one oftht:sc symmetric boxes the ray is rotated in to the vehiclt: plane of 
reference. The ray trace \:vould then bt: continued in one quarter DJ.t:ter ~1cpS until the vehicle 
is contacted. As in the HITGRND function , a color is returned once the contacted ~urface 
is resolved. 
As the boxes are symmetric they cau easily be maneuvered on tht: Base Eltwation 
Plane without di~10I1ing the box. Figure 13 shows how the symmetric box would be sized. 
11 MflERS 
Figure 13 Sweep ofVeruc\e Inside Symmetric Box 
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The geometric midpoint of the vehicle axis would be: found_ The vehicle would be rotated 
around this point and the ~wecp of the vehicle determined as iftt could pivot on that point 
TIle box would then be si7..cd such that it was a ,·"hok meter value 011 each side and contained 
the entire sweep ofthe vehicle. 
Figure 13 also belps illustrate one oftbe transformations which would have to take 
place. The true heading ofthc vehicle would be compared to the true bearing oftbe obSCJVcr 
to obtain the relative bearing Thi~ would be tbe angle off the axis uftbe vehicle where the 
ray trace would begin 
Figure 14 shows how the height of the ;,-ymmctric box would be sized in order to 
allow the conformal feature of Ihe implementation of the symmetric box to work. It is 
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conceded that these boxes may be more empty space than vehicle, and that these empty 
spaces , •."ill slow down ray traces which would otherwise contact bald temUn.. Further 
research ",ill be required to assess how the movement of these boxes \\ill be affected by 
terrain, overhangs, vegetation and other verudes. 
Figure 15 illustrates how various ray traces cases would be rotated in to the vehicle 
database. In case A it is a simple trigonometry problem to compute the point wbere the ray 
intersects the base plane once the angle ofclimb and the point where the ray intersects the box 
is known. Similar calculations would be conducted for the perpendicular case: tilt. Case A 
would clearly intercept the upper SUlface of the tank. assuming the ray trace is ncar the 
(o'igure IS Ray Traces Inside the Symmetric Box. 
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centerline 
Case B shows how a ray could enler thi: box and not contact tht: tank In this case. 
when the ray reached tbe limits oftbe box and was about to lcave, tbe ray would have to be 
translonned back to the I'VG database's rcfcn.:UCI;; plane 
Case C shows one of the !'>lrengths ofthis approach On hilly terrain or 3roWid ravines 
the bottoms ofvcluclcs arc ollen exposed. The ~1rictly confonnal approach is incapable of 
rendering this view Sprites simply do oot include this aspect. 
The database used to define the T-72 tank trom Figure 12 would consist of2420 
thirty-two bit words. "Ibe position in tbe dala base would corre~llo[Jd to a .25 meter square 
cube in a three dimensional alTay. The 32 bit word would be used to describe the qualities 
of the part oftbe vehicle which is contained in that cobe. The vehicle database, unliKe the 
terrain database, would be fillly three dimensional. The fully three dimensional structure 
provides mueh more flexibility in how the 32 bit word can be used It could be used to store 
up 10 4 colors, or three colors and a reflectivity index 
Only one vehicle database would have to be maintained for each type ofvehicle For 
vchicles ....ith turrets the opportunity also exist to split the database to pcnnit rotating turrets 
An additional table would have to ro.1intained holding an identification number for all vehicles 
00 the tcrrain plaue, their position and other vital stati:.1ics. Tbese stati:.1ics would include 
tmt: headin~, angle of climb, tilt and turret bore sight angle. Algorithms will have 10 be 
developed to analyze the terrain covered by the foot print and determine iftbc vehicle can 
navigate the terrain. Once it has been determined that the vehicle can operate on the terrain 





It is clear that the database oriented virtual environments coupled ",itb ray tracing 
algorithms represcD\ a viable means of rendering ~ccurate terrain scenes. The target speed 
of 20 frames per second should be easily achjcvablt: without technological break'throughs 
Eroployiug the same processors as used in AJgieba, in au eight CPV architecture would very 
likely reach the 20 fmrue pcr second goaL This particular processor is available from Silicon 
Graphics in architectures employing up to 32 CPUs. 
Wben impkmentcd using multi-processing architectures, the potential exists for 
greatly improving resolution Thl;; h.ighcr spe<:ds which arc achievable can be traded offfnT 
higher resolution databases [be surplus speed would al~ penuit morc sophisticated 
rendering of targels, a~ wdl us tcrruin and vegctatiotl 
The potential tor developing high quality virtual OIvrronmcnts in parallel architectures 
bas only barely beetl tapped 
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Al'PE Nn tX B 
A. PVG-MAIN.c ( FIRST TEST VERSION) 
/ ' 
PVG-MAIN. C program 
'/ 








n = O; 





n + + ; 
while(1); 
printf ("Slop\ n"l; 
} 
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B, PVG-NOMO.C ( VERSION 2 ) 
j' 
PVG-MAIN .C program 



























C. PV G-"oiOV.C 
PVG MAIN.C progriHll 













Program INIT.C t o init ialize 
global va ria bles 
' / 
Ninclude < stdio.h > 
Ninclude"PVG_ DEC. IW 
int IFOVNOW [ 10]; 




prin t f(" Magnification (int) .? "); 
scanj(" %d " , &MAG); 
I ~ 	 V iew vector ~ ! 
IFOV NOWIO] '= 0; 
IFOVNOW[ 1] = 0; 
IFOVNOWI2] = 700; 
IFOVNOW]3] = 30 " (intJD2MR; 
IFOV NOWI4] == -40 " OntJD2MR; 
IFOVNOWI5] = 0"(intJD2MR; 
IFOVNOW]6] = 20·(intJD2M R; 
IFOVNOW[7] = 0; 
IFOVNOW[B] '" 0; 
IFOVNQW[9] '" 0; 
RA Y SEG[O] == 128 ; 
RA Y- SEG[ 1] = 128; 
RA Y - SEG[2] = 0 ; 
RAY=SEG[3 ] = 0; 
/ ' 	 Target Sta rt Posistion . • / 
TAR X == 500; 




Prowam CALL MAP ,C to initial ize 
the MAP lplan l window 
#include < stdio.h > 
#inc lude < gl/gl,h > 
#inc lude" PVG_ DEC. IN " 
call mapO{ ­
extern int DAT[SCALE]fSCALE): 
cxtCrrl long int MAPWIN 10, MAINWIN 10; 

int i , j, col, step ; - ­
unsigned long illt viewmapI512+S12 1; 

step "" SCA LE/ 512; 





forlj = O;j < 512; j + +) 

col = IOAT[i · step)[j · step]&GSV_MA SK); 
if U(intJi'step%256= = 0) II (( int)j+step%256 = = 0)) 
col = 230; 
viewmapIW512 + i)] = 65 793~ co l ·3; 
) 
) 







Program GET _BLOCK.C gets a 256 x 256 block of 
data from the PVDB 
'/ 
#inc lude < stdio .h > 
#indude < stdlib .h > 
#inc lude"PVG_DEC.IN" 
int DAT[ SCALE][SCALE]; 
get block( int p, int q, int po ffset, int qoffset)( ­
extern inl RES; 
FILE 4fp; 

int fret, rret, datv , i, j, ii, jj, xp, yp , block_number, b_res; 

long int offset, b lock_offset ; 










fp = fopen("pvdb.1 .33", "rb"); 

block number = 16 4 (p + poHset) + (q + qoffset) ; 

printf("loading block %d \n" , block_number); 

b lock offset = 4·b res"b res 4block number ; 

- for(i = O;i<b- res;;; + ) ­
{offset=blo~k offset + 4"b res"i; 
fret = fseek(fp,-offset, 0); ­
for(j:=O; j<b res ; j+ +1 ( ­
rret=freadl&datv, sizeof(datv), 1, fpl; 
xp=i+(b res"poffsetl; 
yp = j + (b -res ·qoffset); 
DAT[xp][yp] == datv; 
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fc:lose(fp); 




b_res = 64; 

fp =fope ni"pvdbA.33" , "rb" }; 

block number == , 6 <-(p + poffse!) + (Q + qoffset); 
block- offset =4"b res' b res" block number; 
- 'or (i = O;i<b- res;i-t +) ­
{ offset = blo-Ck offset+4 "b res"i; 
f ret=fseeklfp,- offset, 0); ­
forO = 0; j < b res; i + + ) ( ­
fread(&datv, sizeo f (datv). 1, fp); 
xp = 4'(i+(b res"pofrset)); 
yp =4 " Ii + (b-res ' q offset) ); 
fo rli i = O;ii <4: ii+ +) 
{ forOI == O;jJ < 4 ;ji + + ) 





I~ Program DATAGEN.C to generate the dMa base 
GSV and ELEV from t ile33.dat 
' / 
#include < stdio.h > 
#include < stdlib .h > 
#include"PVG_DEC .IN" 






int x, y, m, n, bl_max; 

Get x,y cmd inMes of lower left data window, and reso lution '/ 

printf("Type in the lower left coordinates of the block (0 to 14) "); 

!'ican!!" %d %d", &x, &y); 

printf{"What resolution map (1 or 4) " ) ; 

scanf{ "%d", &RES); 

bl_max = SCALE/256; 

I~ 	 Get the LL, UL, LR and UR quadrants of the database *1 
for(m =O;m<bl max;m+ +1 
{ fo r (n = O;n-< bl max;n + +) 




Program INIT_WINDOW.C to initia lize 
t he GL graphics window 
' / 
lI inc lurJe < s tdio.h > 
l1include" PVG _ DEC. I N" 
#inclurJe < gl/g l. h > 
init window!){ ­
ext ern int MAG; 
prefsiz e(PVG HE IGHT'MAG,PVG WIDTH ' MAG); 












Program MQUSE.C to obta in data f rom the 
mouse and use it to change the 
IFQVNQW vecto r. 
Mouse controls : 
Bottom left of screen ::; no viewpo int movement 
cursor up 
cu rsor righ t '" 
left button = 
centre button 
centre & left 
right button '""' 
right & left = 
move north 
move east 
reverses north, east di sp lacements 
v iewpoint elevation increased 
viewpoint elevat ion decreased 
positive z rotat ion 
negative z ro tation 
'/ 
#include < stdio.h > 
Hincl ude " PVG _DEC .IN" 
Hincl ude < gl/gl.h > 
Hinclude < gl/device.h > 
mouse() 
{ 
extern in! IFQVNOW[10I,DAT[SCAl E][SCAlEl; 
extern f loa t t rans [3 ][31; 
int sense; 
float d[3]. r [3J; 
I ~ 	 Get displilcements " / 
sense=l; 
dlO\ = getvaluator(MOUSEXI/(l OO+sense); 
d[l J= getvaluator(MOUSEY)/(l OO·sense); 
if (getbu tton(MIDDlEMOUSE)) {d[2] = + 1a;} 
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/. 	 Ge t ro tat ions 
if (getbu t ton(R IGHTMOUSE)) { rlOI = -1 o:} 




{ d [DI == -d [DI: d[ 1] '" -d[ 1] : d[2l = -d [21 : r [OI ;;;; - r rOI:} 

Update the IFOVNOW vecto r 

IFOVNOW[DI - IFOV NOW[OI +d[ol ; 

IFOVNOW[11 = IFOV NOW(l ] +d[l ] ; 

IFOVNOW[2J= IFOVNOW(21 +d(21: 

I ' 
IFOVNOW(2 ] = ((DAT[ IFOVNOW[Oll [ IFOVNOW[l IJ&E LEV _MAS K) > >21) +' 0 ; 
' I 
IFOVNOW[3[ = IFOVNOW[3[ + r(O[ ; 
J. Gt:;o.;DI)COS.C 
/' 
Program GENODCOS.C generates the direction 
cosines for the ray trace 
'/ 
#include <math .h> 
#include "PVG_DEC.IN" 
float ddcos[3j[3J, trans[3J[3]; 
genddcos() 
( 
f loat vec[ 3 [,borvec[3[, rowvec[3],colvec[3]; 
float h,p,r; 
extern int IFOVNOW[10); 

extern int RAY_SEGf4]; 

/' declare loca l subroutines used·' 





/ ' calcu late the bore sight direction components */ 

/ .. set up a unit '·meter boresight vector in camera coordinates"/ 

vec[O]=O.;/" column direction"/ 

vec[' I = 1.;/* boresight direction"/ 

vec[21=O.;/· row direction"/ 

/* calculate the transform from camera to utm coordinates"/ 

h=MR20*IFOVNOW[3[;/* heading */ 





veh2utm _matrix(trans, h, p, r); 
, .. now rotate the vector into utm coordinates .. , 
matnmul(trans, veC,borvec,3,3, 1); 
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;* flOW get tile unit pixel vector in the column direction .; 
/" set up il unit pixel column vector in camera coordinates*i 
vcclO] = ((float) IFOVNQW[6])l(1 000.0' (float)PVG _WIDTH); 
/* column direction */ 
/' now rotate the vector into utm coordinates */ 
matnmul(trans,vec,colvec,3.3,l I; 
/' now get the unit pixel vector in the row direction 'j 

/* set a unit row vector in camera coordinatcs*i 

vedO] column direction '/ 

vee(1) = 0.;/· borcsight direction'/ 

vccl2] = (1IIoatIIFOVNOWl6]lill ODO.O*(lloatjPVG _HEIGHT); 

/'row direction */ 
/* now rotate the vector into utm coordinates */ 
matnmul(tranS,vec,rowvec,3,3, 11; 
/* scale the row column vectors by the image scale"/ 
for (j-O;i<3;i++l 
t ddcDs[l][i]*(RAY SEG[O]-(PVG HEIGHT/2)) 
+ ddcos[2][i] ~ (RA Y =SEGI1 HPVG=WIDTH/2)1; 
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K. MATNMlJL.C 






malnmul(matl. mal2, mal3, diml, dim2, dim3); 

dimension of mat 1 is dim 1 x dim2 

dimension of mat2 is dim2 x dim3 

dimens ion of mat3 is dim 1 x dim3 

.; 
matnmuHmCltl ,mat2,mat3,diml ,dim2,dim3) 
floa l ~matl, ~mat2. *maI3; 
illt diml, dim2, dim3; 
in! i, j. k; 

f loat x; 

for Ij=O; j<dirnl; J+ +) 

fo r (k=O; k<dim3; k+ +) 

*(mat3+j*dirn3+k) = 0.0; 

for (k=O; k<dim3 ; k+ +) 

for (j=O; j<dim l; j+ +) 

for (i=O; i<dim2; i+ +) 





PROGRAM VEH2UTM_MATRIX .C generates a 
3x3 transform matrix to convert vectors in 




Hdefine PI 3.14159265 

veh2utm_matr ixltrans, h, p, r) 

I loat ' trans;/ ' output t ranslorm matrix ' / 

f loat h. p. r; ' + heading. p itch roll in degrees are i nput~ / 

( 
float hm[3[[3 [. pm[3113L rm[3J[3L nrn[3][3j; 
f loat cos h, sin h; 
float cos=p, sin=p; 
float cos_r, sin_r; 
int j; 
cos h = cos ((float) h " PII180.Q); 

sin_h = sin((float) h'PI!180.0); 

cos p = r.os({float) p " PI/180 .0); 

sin_-p = s in((float) p *PI1180.0); 

cos_r = cos ({float) r"PI /180.0); 

sin_r = sinUfloatl r "PI / 1BO.0); 

hm(OJ[O] = cos_h; hm[OJl11 = sin_h; hm[0][2) = 0.0; 
hmll HO] = -sin h; hm[ 1][l J == cos h; hm[1 1121 = 0.0; 
hm[2][0] = O~O; hm[21111 = 0.0; hm[2112] = 1 .0; 
pmIOJ[O] = 1.0; pm[Olrl ] = 0.0; pm10H2] = 0.0; 
pm[1110J = 0.0; pm[1111 ] = cos_p; pm[l ][2] = -Sill p; 
pm[2J[0] 0.0; pm[21!1 ] = sin_p; pm[21[2] = cos=p;~ 
~(m[OHOI = cos_r; rm(0)]1 ] 0.0; rm[0][2] = Sill r; 
rm(ll10] = 0.0; rm[1J[lj = 1.0; rm[1 J[2] = 0.0; 
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rm[2J[OJ = -si n_r; rm[2j[1] = 0.0; rm[2J[2] = cos_r; 
matnmul(pm.rm.am.3.3.3); 
malnm lJ I(hm. am. trans, 3.3,3); 
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1\1 . Z IGZAG.C 
PROGRAM ZIGZAG. C 
Basic fay trace algorithm This version includes the step back 3, then 
restart. 
Of 
Ninclude < stdio.h > 





extorn in ! hi!grnd(int. int , int, int, float, float, float. inti; 

extern fl oat ddcos[3J[3]: 

exWrn long in! IFQVNOW[10J, DAT[SCALEIISCALE]; 

void zigzag(int, in\); 

void zigzag(in t cst art, int cend) 
( 
register in! step, stepmin; 
register float e, n, zr, de, dn, dz; 
long zt = 0; 
col; 

int i. J; 

data f lag'" 0; 

float ideaS-20, idcos21, idcos22; 

const f loat deb = ddcos[OJ[O]: I ~ boresight direction cosines *
' 
const floa t dnb = ddcos[Oj[ 1]: 
canst fl oat dzb = ddcos [O][2J; 
const float de os 1 0 = ddcosll liD); 
cons! float de~s 1 1 == ddcos( 1][,): 
const 110M dcos 12 = ddcosl ' ][21: 
const f loat dcos20 == ddcos [2J[OJ; 
const float dcos21 = ddcos(21[11; 
const f loat dcos22 = ddcos [21[2 ]; 
s tep = stepmin == ray_num = 0; I ~ initialize these variables "' I 
e = (float)IFOVNOW[O]; / "" define start location "" I 
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n = (float}lFOVNOW [ l ] ; 
zr = (f loat)IFOVNOW[2[; 
for(i = cstart; i<cend ; i+ +) 
{ 
idcos20 = (f loatji"dcos20; j" calc . these as few times as nee ... , 
idcos21 "" (f loat)i"dcos21; 
idcos22 = (floa t)i" deos22; 




de = deb + (flo atl j*dcos10 + idcos20; 

dn = dnb + (f loatlj"dcosl1 + idcos21; 





step+ + ; 

zr = (float) IFOVNOW[21 + (float)step*dz; 

e = (flo at) IFOVNOW[O] + (floatlstep " de; 

n = (f loatJ IFOVNOW [ 11 + (float)step*dn; 

if ((e> (f loat)SCA LE) II (n>(f loat)SCALE)) { 
data f lag = 1; 
break; 
It = (int)(DAT[(int)ell(int)nj&ELEV".MASK) > > 2 1 ; 
} whi le (zr > (floaUzt); 
if ( data_flag) { / .. out 01 bounds test *J 
co l = 255; } 
, .. draw 256x256 white grid * / 

else if ((( int)e%256= =0) II ((int)n%256= =0)) 

col = 255; 
else 
c ol = h itgrnd((int)e, {intin, (i nt)zr , zL de, dn, dz, step); 
VIEW[(j*PV G_WIDTH +i) l = 65793"col*3; } 
'* clear flags " J 
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if1 i 	= '" 01 

stepmin == step; 

step - = 3; 
} while ( + + j < PVG_HEIGHTl; I" end of column loop ' / 
step = stepmin . 3; 

I" end of row loop " / 

jf 1ray_num>0) ( fprintl( stderr, "ray hits = %d In ', ray_nurn);} 
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N. ZIGZAGA.C 
/~ PROGRAM ZIGZAG.C 
Bas ic ray trace algorithm . This version includes the step back 3, then 
restart . 
" 
#include < stdio.h > 





extern int hitgrnd(inr. int, in t , int); 

extern float ddcos[3113]; 





vo id zigzag(int, int); 

void zigzag(int cstart, int cend) 

( 
regis ter int step, stepmin; 
register f loat e, n, zr, de, dn , dz; 
long zt = 0; 
col; 
int I, I; 
data_flag = 0; 
float idcos20, idcos21, idcos22; 
const tloat deb = ddcos[OI!Ol; / * boresight direction cosines * / 
const f loat dnb = ddcos[01l1]; 
canst f loat dzb = ddcos [01l2] ; 
const float dcos 10 = ddcosl1l!Ol; 
canst f loat dcosl1 = ddcos[1 ] [11; 
const fl oat dcos12 = ddcosll ][21; 
canst f loat dcos20 = ddcos[2][OJ ; 
const float dcos21 = ddcos[2J[1]; 
const float dcos22 = ddcos[2l[2]; 
step = stepmin = 0; / " ini tia lize these variab les * / 
e = (floatlIFOVNOWIO]; / * define start location */ 
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n '" ff loatl IFO VNOW [ 1]; 

zr = (f lo<Jt)IFOVNOW[2j; 

fort, == cstart; i < cend; i + + ) 
idcos20 = (floatji"dcos20; /* ca lc. these as few times as neG. ~ ! 

idcos2 1 = ffloat) i* dcos21; 

idcos22 '" (f loatWdcos22 ; 





de = deb + ffloat)j*dcosl0 + idcos20; 

dn = dnb + (f loat)j' dcos 11 + idcos21; 







zr = ffloal) IFOVNOW[ 2] + (float)step *dz; 

e = (flo<JOIFOVNOW [O] + (float) step " de; 

n == (float) IFOVNOW{1J + (floatlstep"dn; 

if ((e>(float)SCALE) I I (n> (float)SCALE)) { 
col=255; 
break; 
zt = (intHDATll int le) l(intJnl&ELEV_MAS KJ > >2 1; 
'* Check for first ter rain contact, and call hitgrnd '*
if (zr < (flo<Jt)zt) 

{ if (stepmin = = 0) stepmin = step: 





} whi le ((zr > (fIo(Jt)zt ) I I (col = = 300)): 
it U!intle%256 = = 0) II ((int)n%256= - 0)) 

col = 255; 

VIEW[O*PVG _W IDTH + ill = 65793*col*3; 





} while 1+ +j < PVG HEIGHT); f~ end of co lumn loop . / 
step=O; ­
f ' end of row loop ~f 
O. 	 HITGRNDA.C 
J' 
Program HITGRND.C to determine the 

gray scale when ray is beneath ELEV. 

'J 
#include < s td io .h > 
flinclude"PVG_DEC. IN" 




extern in! IFQVNDW(101. DAT[SCALE][SCA LE]: 
in! shadow, zler, col; 
/4 Check for bald te rrain +/ 
if (lDAT[ei llni j &UCJ MASK) = = 0) 
{ {;Ol = (D AT[e~[njl&GSV_MASK); return(col);} 
/ " 	 Overhang, chec k if terra in is hit +f 
zter =zt-{(DAT[ei J[ ni]&VGH_MASK) > > 10); 
if(zri <zter) 
(shadow = (DAT [eij[ ni j&GSV MASK) - 50; 
if ( shadow < 0) shadow = -0; 
col = shadow; return(co l); } 
,+ If not, check it we are in t he overhang +/ 
if(zri > (zter+ (DAT[ei][nij&UCI MASK) > >, 8)) 
(col = (DATfeiJ[nil &GSV= MASK); returnicol):} 
/+ 	 if not. we are under the overhang, continue ray trace +/ 
col ::: 300;retlJrn(col); 
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P. GRND_ INSF.RT.C 
determine the gray scale w ilen ray is beneath ELEV. ~ 1 
int !ihadow, lter; 
slladow =0; 
I~ Check for bald terrain .. / 
il [(DAT[ej(nJ&UCI MASK) = =0) 
{col = (DAT[~Hnl&GSV_MASK);} 
I~ 	 Overhang, check if terrain is hit · 1 
lter =It·((DAT[elln ]&VGH MASK) > > 10) ; 
it(zr < zter) {col = shadow;} 
/.. II not, check if we arc in the overhang ~ / 
il(zr > (zter+ (DAT[el[n1&UCI MASK) > > 18) ) 
{col = lDAT[cllnl&GSV_MASK);} 
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Q. DISPL\Y.C 
/ ' PROGRAM DISPLAY.C 
Pu ts array V IEW on the screen 
input parameters: VIEW [PVG_HEIGHT'" PVG_WIDTHJ 
output paramete rs : none 
g lobal pa rameters used: SCALE 
" 
lIinclude < stdio.h > 
#include < g l/gl.h > 
lIinclude "PVG_ DEC. IN" 
d isp la yO 
{ 
uns igned long int VIEWI PVG HEIGHPPVG WIDTH}; 
int MAG; - ­
I~ -- Display sect ion ----- --- __ ___ _ _______ _ J0 • 
rectzoom (( f loat) l "MAG,( fl oat)1"M AG); 
Irec twrite(O,O,PVG_ HEIGHT-1 ,PVG _ WIDTH-l , VIEW); 
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R. TARGETA.C 
Program TAAGET.C modifies the PVG data 

base to place the ti'lrgetlSi 

' / 
#include < stdio .h > 
#include < stdlib.h > 
#include"PVG_oEC.IN" 
#inc lude < gllgl.h > 





extern long int MAINWIN 10; 

extern int DAT[SCAlE][SCAlE]; 

extern int TAA_X,TAR_Y; 

int i, j, xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax, data, !>tep; 

short int redvector[31 "" {255, G. OJ; 

short int bluevector[31 = {G. 0, 255}; 





I· step ",SCAlE/512; .. / 
I· Save ground terrain color array ~ f 
for(i=TAR X;i<TAA X+7;i++1 
{forO=TAR_Y;J<TAR_Y+3;j+ +) 
{SAVECOl[3"li-TAR Xl + (j-T AR Y) 1= DAT[illjJ&GSV_MASK;}} - ­
f " change elevations, change color and clear na ture bit .. f 
j=TAR Y; 

for{i=TAR X+1;i<TAR X+3;i+ +) 

{DAT[i]!j] = DAT[ilTil +OxOOl 00000; 

OA T[ i][jI = OAT[ill)l&( - NATURE_MASK); 
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DAT[i][j] :o DAT[ i llj]&(GSV CLEAR); 
DAT[i][j) '" DAT[il[j) + OxOO-OOOOOa;} 
DAT[TAR X + 3J[j] = DAT[i)[j] +Ox00200000; 
DAT[TAR-X + 3][j ) = DATli)[j)&( - NATURE MASK); 
DATITAR- X + 3J[j) = DAT[ i ll jl&(GSV CLEAR); 
DATITAR=X + 3](j] = DAT[i][j] + OxOO-000005; 
for(i=TAR X+4;i < TAR X + 7;i ++ ) 
(DAT[ illi) = DATti)O) + Ox001 00000; 
DAT[il[j) =: DATt i) tjJ& ( - NATURE MASK); 
DAT[illj] == DAT[ ill jJ& (GSV CLEAR); 
DAT[illj ) = DATl ill j) + OxOO-OOOOOa; } 
J'=TAR Y + 1; 

DAT/TAR XlIii =DATl i][ j] + Ox00200000; 

DAT[TAR- Xl lj] =DATl il[ j]&( - NATURE MASK); 

DAT[TAR- XIIj] = DATlil [j) &(GSV CLEAR); 

DAT[TAR=Xllil = DATlillil + OxOO-000005; 

DAT[TAR X + 1](jI = DAT[i][j] + Ox00100000: 

DAT[TAR- X + 1 ](j] = DAT[ i](j)&( - NATURE MASK); 

DAT[TAR- X + 11lil =DAT(i][ j)&(GSV CLEAR); 

DAT[TAR=X + 111j] =DATlillj] +OxOO-OOOOOa; 

for(i = TAR X+3;i < TAR X+6;i + +1 





DAT[il[j] =DAT[i][jI&IGSV CLEA-R); 

DATli](jl = DAT[i]( j l + Ox00000005; } 

DAT(TAR X + 6J1jl = DAT[i](j] + Ox00100000; 

DAT(TAR- X + 6 J1 j] = DAT[i][j]&( -NATURE MASK); 

DAT[TAR- X + 61[j[ =DAT[i][j[&IGSV CLEAR): 

DAT[TAR = X + 6](j] = DATl ill j] + OxOO-OOOOOa; 

j=TAR_Y + 2; 

forli=TAR X+1;i<TAR X+3; i + + 1 

(DAT [ illil =DAT[ilTiI + Ox001 00000; 
DATlillil = DAT11][j]&( - NATURE MASK): 
DA T[i ll j] = DAT[il[j]&IGSV CLEAR); 
DAT[illil = DAT[II[jl + OxOO-OOOOOa: } 
DAT[TAR X + 311i1 = DAT[il[j] + Ox00200000; 
DAT[TAR=X + 311i1 = DAT[il[jl&( - NATURE_M ASK); 
9] 
DAT[TAR X + 3[ [j] '" DAT[i [[j]&(GSV CLEAR); 
DAT[TAR=X + 3J1il = DATl iJliJ + OxOO-000005; 
for(i =TAR X+4;i<TAR X+7;i+ + ) 
{DAT[i I[ il = DAT[iJlj] + OxOO' 00000; 
DAT[il[jJ = DAT[il [jl&( - NATURE_MASK) ; 
DAT[i)[j] == DATlij[ j] &lGSV CLEAR); 
OAT[i lliJ = DATlil[jJ -t- OxOO-OOOOOa;} 
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S. RESTOREA.C 
Program RESTORE .C \0 restore the PVG data 
base to remove the target(s) 
' / 
Ifinclude < sld io.h > 
Ifinclude < stdlib .h > 





extern DAT]SCALE][SCALE ); 

extern TAR X, TAR Y; 

ex tern SAVECO L[24L 

/ ' inl step = SCALEI512; ./ 
in ! i,j; 
/ ' change elevations and set nature bit ' / 
j = TAR Y; 
for( i= T-AR X+l ;i<TAR X+3;i + +) 
{OAT-lilt jJ = DAT[ill j)-OxODl OOOCO; 
DAT [i][ j]=OAT[i][j] I NATURE_MASK;} 
DAT[TAR X+ 31[j) = DAT[ i]lil-Ox00200000: 
DAT[TAR=X + 3][j] = DATli][j] I NATURE_MASK; 
for( i= TAR X +4;i< TAR X+7;i + +1 
{DAT!il1il '" DAT[i l[jI -OxOOl 00000; 
DATlill j] = DAT[iJljI I NATURE_M ASK;} 
j = TAR_Y+l: 
DAT(TAR XJlil = DAT[ i] [j)-Ox00200000; 
DAT[TAR=X )[ jl = DAT[ illil I NATURE_M A SK: 
DAT1TAR_X + 1 IIJl = DAT[ iJ[ jI-OxOOl 00000; 
DAT[TAR X+ 1 1111 = DAT[iJ[j l I NATURE MASK; 
forli=TAR X+3;i<TAR X + 6;i + + ) ­
{DAllil [j] = DATJillil-Ox00200000; 
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DAT[iJlil=DAT[illil l NATURE_MASK:} 

DAT[TAR X + 6 ] [j] = DAT[i][il-Ox001 00000; 

DAT[TAR-X+6]U]=DAT[iJ[il I NATURE MASK; 

j =TAR Y+2; ­
for(i=fAR X+l;i<TAR X+3;i++l 

{DAT[illj] = DAT(i][ il-OxOOl 00000; 

DAT[illj] = DAT(iJ[j] I NATURE_MASK:} 

DAT[TAR X + 31ln = DAT[iJ[j]-Ox00200000; 

DAT(TAR-X+3][j]=DAT[i]Ull NATURE MASK; 

for(i=TAR X+4;i<TAR X+7;i+ +) ­
{DAT[i][j] = DATli][U-OxOOl 00000; 
DAT[iJlj] = DAT[i][jl I NATURE__MASK;} 
/. reset color "-/ 
for(i =TAR X;i<TAR X+7;i++) 
{forij=TAR Y;J<TAR Y+3;j+ + ) 
{DATli](il';:; DAT[i][jl<~.GSV CLEAR; 
DAT[iHj] = DAT[i]lJ] +SAVECOL[3"-( i-TAR_X) + (j-TAR_Y)]:} 
printf("\n"); 
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T. T t:SH'N5G.C 
r This is a test funct ion designed to assist in exploring the id iosinc racies 
of the IRIS Power C Analyzer ' / 
m! i, j, k, m,n, p,q,r; f ' Indices usen in 'for' loops .• / 
flo<J! altl,il lt 2 ,alt3 ,a lt4, / . height above the b lock.•/ 
grnd; ( . tolie rance for height of zero.• ( 
float celll [ 1000J[lQOOl, / - all the cells of a block " ' 
ceIl211000][1000). 

cell 3t 1ODOlf 1ODD ], 

cp.1I4 11 000][' ODOI: 

floa t b locker ( float alt , f loa t cel l11 000][1 000] ) 
{ 
for (i == O; i< lQOO; i + +) 
{ for (j= O; j<1000;j+ +J 
celi lill jl= 7/altl; 
void main (void) 
{ 
/ 4 Initialize vara ib les ~ I 
grnd = .0001: 

altl = 5; 

a11 2 = 10; 

a113= 15; 
al14 = 20; 





while I alt l > grndJ 

{ altl = a III /2 ; 
blocker(a ltl , ceIl 1) ; 





printf(" Block 1\nU); 
#pragmil independent 
while ( alt2 > grnd) 
( alt2 = alt2/2; 
blocker(alt2,ceI12) ; 
if (alt2 < grnd) 
prin tf( "Block2\n"); 
#pragrna independent 
while ( alt3> grnd) 





w hil e ( alt4 > grnd) 
{ alt4 = alt4 /2: 








#include < stdio.h > 
#indude"PVG_ DEC. IN" 
main() 
{ 























v. PVG-J\1 AIN4.C 
/ ' 
PVG·MA IN.C program 
'/ 
#include < stdio.h > 






















































{ for(n=0;n<2000;n+ +) 
blank [nJ =400; 
prefsize(400,7.00) ; 
winopen ("green") ; 
color (GREEN) ; 








{ lrectwrite(40,O,49 , 199,blank); 
#pragma independent 










1. Testing will begin with phase 1 of test procedure Nr 2 being applied to 
zigzag.c. Magnification will be set (0 2 each time and the starting point will 
be 0,0. Vehicle I will be manuevered as required [0 keep databse boundaries out of 
the field of view. This set of crials will aln as the baseline. 
indy1 23% Is 
PVG_DEC.IN get_block,o matnmul.u carget.o 
call_map.c get_block.u target.u 
call map.o hitgrnd.( veh2utm matrix.c 
call=map.u hirgrnd.o mouse.u veh2utm~matrix.o 
datagen.c hitgrnd.u Dvdb.I.33 veh2utm _ matrix.u 
datagen.o init.c pvg-main* zigzag.c 
datagen,u iniLe pvg-main.c zigzag.o 
display.( jnit.u pvg-main.o zigzag.u 
display.o jnit_window.c pvg-main.u zigzag!.c 
display,u init_ window.o restore.c zigzag2.c 
genddcos.c init window.u renore.o zigzagJ.c 
genddcos.o makefile restore.u zigzag4.c 
gendck:os.u matnmul.C spaceball.c 
get_block.c matnmul.o target.c 
indy I 25% prof pvg-main 
Profile listing generated Thu Aug 1008:45:57 1995 
with: prof pvg-main 
samples time CPU FPU Clock N-cpu S-interval Countsize 
558 5.6s R4400 R4010 100.OMHz I 10.Oms 2(b}'tes) 
Each sample covers 4 bytes for every 1O.0ms (0.18% of 5.S800sec) 
-p[roceduresj using pc-sampling. 

Soned in descending order by the number of samples in each procedure. 

Unexecuted procedures are excluded. 

103 
samples time(%) cum time{%) 

265 2.6s( 47.5) 2.6s( 47.5) 

193 1.9s( 34.6) 4.6s( 82. I) 

51 0.5Is( 9.1) 5.15(91.2) 

36 0.36s( 6.5) 5.5s( 97.7) 

5 0.05s( 0.9) 5.5s( 98.6) 

3 0.03s( 0.5) 5.5s( 99.1) 

2 0 .02s( 0.4) 5.5s( 99.5) 

1 O.Ol s( 0.2) 5.6s( 99.6) 

I O.Ols( 0.2) 5.6s( 99.8) 

procedure (file) 
read (libc.so.1 :read.s) 
tread (Jibc.so.1 :fread.c) 
memcpy(libc.so.l:bcopy.s) 
get block (pvg-main:get block.c) 
open (jibe.so.1 :open.s) 





- select (Ifbcso.i :selec(.S) 

- close (libc.so.l:close.s) 

1 O.Ols( 0.2 ) 5.6s( 100.0) XkbKeysymToModifiers (libXI1.so.1 :XKBBind.c) 
559 5.6,( IOO.O} 5.6,( IOO.O} TOTAL 
2. Trial one was conducted over a 40 frame interval. 
trials. 
Trial Nr I execution time: 5.65.I 
Trial Nr 2 I execution time: 19s. ? 
Trial Nr J , execution time: 19s. ? 
Trial Nr 4 I execution time: 5.6s. 
Trial Nr 5 , execution time: 5.5s. 
Trial Nr 6, execution time: 5.5s. 
Trial Nr 7 , execution time: 5.6s. 
Trial Nr 8, execution time: 5.55. 
Trial Nr 9 , execution time: 5.8s. 
Trial Nr 10, execution time: 5.5s. 
Trial Nr I I , execution time: 5.9s. 
Trial Nr 12 I execution time: 5.5s. 
Trial Nr 13, execution time: 5.5s. 
Trial Nr 14 I execution time: 5.6s. 
Trial Nr 15, execution time: 5.55. 
Trial Nr 16 I execution time: 5.8s. 
Trial Nr 17, execution time: 5.95. 
Trial Nr 18 I execution time: 5.65. 
Trial Nr 19, execution time: 5.65. 
Trial Nr 20, execution time: 5.75. 
Trial Nr 21 , execution time: 5.75. 
Trial Nr 22, execution time: 5.95. 
Trial Nr 23 I execution time: 6.0s. 
Trial Nr 24, execution time: 5.95. 
As are all subsequent 
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Trial Nr 25 , execution lime: S.6s. 
Trial Nr 26, execution time: S.6s. 
Trial Nr 27 , execution time: 5.7s. 
Trial Nr 28, execution time: S.6s. 
Trial Nr 29 ,execution time: 5.6s. 
Trial Nr 30 , execution time: 195. ? 
Trial Nr 31 ,execution time: 6.45. 
Trial Nr 32 , execution time: 5,3s. 
Trial Nr 33 , execution time: 195. ? 
3. Phase 2 will be run using a 20 frame interval. 
Trial Nr I, execution time: 36.0. 
Trial Nr 2, execution time: 36.2. 
Trial Nr 3, execution time: 39.9. 
Trial Nr 4, execution time: 35. I. 
Trial Nr 5, execution lime: 35. I. 
Trial Nr 6, ex€{ution time: 43.0. 
Trial Nr 7, execution time: 38.2. 
Trial Nr 8, execution time: 40.0. 
Trial Nr 9, execution time: 39.0. 
Trial Nr 10, execution lime: 4O.B. 
Trial Nr 12, execution time: 42.3. 
Trial Nr 12, execution lime: 47.7. 
Trial Nr 13, execution time: 50.2. 
Trial Nr 14, execution lime: 42.6. 
Trial Nr 15, execution time: 40.7. 
Trial Nr 16, execution time: 35.7. 
Trial Nr 17, execution time: 35.3. 
Trial Nr 18, execution lime: 35.7. 
Trial Nr 19, execution time: 35.4. 
Trial Nr 20, execution lime: 36.2. 
Trial Nr 2 I, execution time: 37.2. 
Trial Nr 22, execution time: 36.5. 
Trial Nr 23, execution time: 33.5. 
Trial Nr 24, execution time: 37.9. 
Trial Nr 25, execution time: 42.8. 
Trial Nr 26, execution time: 38.5. 
Trial Nr 27, execution time: 35.9. 
Trial Nr 28, execution time: 35.7. 
Trial Nr 29, execution time: 36.1. 
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B. LOG98A 
1. The following are a series of runs using pixie on varius vtr'iions of pVg. 
The first run Is the PVG program with video and mouse. 
> prof ·pixle pVg·Y8 pvg·Y8.Counts. * 
Profile listing generated Fri Sep 8 13: 14:05 1995 
with: prof -pixie pvg-Y8 pvg·V8.Counts. 15847 pvg-Y8.Counts.15851 pvg-V8.Counts.15853 
pvg-V8.Counts.158S4 pvg·Y8.Counts.15855 pvg·V8.CounK 15856 pvgN8.Counts.15857 
pvg·Y8.Counts.15858 pvg·Y8.Counts.15859 
Total cycles Total Time Instructions Cycles/inS! Clock Target 
3324897896 100.85 3008384241 1.105 33.0MHz 11.3000 
444 cycles due to code th~t could oot be 
assigned to any source procedure. 
621992586: Total number of Load Instructions executed. 
2468594083: Total number of byte; loaded by the program. 
62697078: Total number of Store Instructions executed. 
238107014: Total number of bytes nored by the program. 
39457261: Total number nops executed in br~nch delay slot. 
797923655: Total number conditional branches executed. 
298262224: Total number conditional branches actually take-no 
0: Total number conditional br~fl(;h likely execUled. 
0: Total number conditional branch likely actually taken. 
812198388: Total cycles waiting for current instr to finish. 
1674566430: Total cycles lost to satIsfy schedJllng constraints. 
7 19548954: Total cycil'S lost waiting for operanch be available. 
-p[rocedures] using basic·block counts. 
50rted in descending order by the number of cycles exeruted in each 
procedure. Unexecuted procedures are nO{ listed. * 
cycles( %) cum % secs Instrm calls procedure(file) 
1615582437 (48.59) 48.59 
_lTlp_slave_waltJor work(pvg·Y8:mp parallel do.s) 
1615582437 
1445167406{43.47) 92.06 43.791138163590 4801igzag(pvg·Y8:z1gzag.c) 
I 33244569( 4.01) 96.06 4.04 123806971 1048622 fread(/usr/llb/llbc.so.l:fread.c) 
52925160( 1.59) 97.65 1.60 52925160 3916800hitgrnd(pvg-V8:hitgmd.c) 
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3880498]( 1.17) 98.82 1. 18 ]8804983 1048729 memcpy{lulrlllb/libc,so,l;bcopy.s) 
I 2780960( 0.38) 99.21 0.39 12780960 60 
gl mem hton long array(lusr/lib/libgl.50: .. /dgl/memocy.c) 
1266 !868( 0.]8) 99.59 0.38 12661888 16 ge,_block(pvg-V8:get_block.cl 
I0840769( 0.33) 99.91 0.33 10840769 6 1 mp_wait_for_loop_,omplelion(pvg-va:mp.c) 
2S804B( 0.0 1) 99.92 0.01 258048 4096 fS€ek(lusr/lib/llbc.so.l:fseek.c) 

246701 (O.OI) 99.93 0.01 246701 4112 fllbuF(lusrJlibJlibuo.l: nlbuf.c) 

205636{ 0.0 1) 99.9] 0.01 2056]6 8659 mpbrk(lusr/libJliboo.l:strpbrk.c ) 

18SS80{ 0.01) 99.94 0.01 137460 300 matnmul(pY1t-V8:matnmul,c) 
IS9759{ 0.00) 99.94 0.00 159759 3 _bfclr(lusr/libJlibuo.l:blt .c) 
15 1561 (0.00) 99.95 0.00 151561 3840 
mp enter lndependl'nt(pvg-V8:mpc interf.lce.c) 
119821 (O.OO) 99.95 0.00 119206 615 bfr'itSet{/usr/libJlibc.so.l :bit.c) 
111360{ 0.00) 99.96 0.00 111360 ]840 
mp con~truC( exit processing{pvg-V8:mp pdo.c) 
107158{ O.OO} 99.96 0.00 107158 262 usinitsE'ma(lu~r/l(b/libc.so.l :usE'm.ls.e) 
50267{ 0.00) 99.96 0.00 50267 1169 gl (omm io(/usr/lib/ libgl.~o: .. /dg1Jcamm .(j 
456]2{0.00) 99.96 0.00 45632 736 (om-m flllbuffer{lusr/lib/libg1.m: .. /dgllcom1l1.c) 
45245( 0.00) 99.96 0.00 45245 179 blero(lu~r/llb/Ubc.so.l :bzero.s) 
42240( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 42240 480 - mpu main I (pvg·V8:pvg·main.() 
41516{ 0.00) 99.97 0.00 41516 428 &Ccamm flush(lusrJlib/libgl.so: . .IdglJeomm.c) 
]6840( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 36840 167 ml'mccpy(/usr/lib/libc.so. l :memccpy.c) 
36547( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 ]6547 689 -bcopY{lusr/lib/llbc.so .1 :bwpy.s) 
]4960( 0.00) 99.97 O~OO 34960 368 
gl comm re~d datd(lusrJllbllibgl.so: . .Idgl/eomm.c) 
- ]]740( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 32794 272 Jmalloc{lusfJlibllibc.so.l:a1l1alloc.c} 

32667( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 32667 615 _hnewlock(lusr/llb/libc.so.l:hlocks.c) 

29]04( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 29304 4875 read(lu~r/llb/libc.so.l :read.s) 

29200( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 2]674 80 j nl'l_aron(lusr/llb/llb(.so.1 :Inel addr.e} 

27244( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 27244 7 mp sl.we (ontroi(pvg-V8:mp.c) ­
26857{ 0.00) 99.98 0.00 26857 961 _hsetlock(lusr/Jlb/llbc.so.1 :hlocks.c) 

25]80( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 19080 180 _sJn{lusr/lib/llbm.so:trig.s) 

24702( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 24702 4117 _1~l'k(lusrlllb/llbc.so.1 :Iseek.s) 

2]912( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 23912 427mp slave walt for worX(pvg-V8:mp.c) 

21142( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 21142 62 dntudp call(lusr/lib/lib(.so.l:clm udp.c ) 

19841 (0.00) 99.98 0.00 19841 ]49 maIlOc{lusr/ llb/llbc.so.l :m.lHoc~() 

18681( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 18681 4]951trlen(lusr/libllibc.m.l:strien.s) 

I8540( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 18540 60 mp fork{pvg-V8:mp.() 

16745( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 16745 36 -doprrlt(/u~r/lib/libc.so.l:doprnl.c ) 

16011( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 16011 ]05-deanfr('('(/usr/lib/llb(.so.1 :m.llloc.c) 

2. The venlon to bE' profiled Is PVG without mouse. 
> prof -pixie pvg·nollloV8 pvg·no1l1oV8.Counts.* 
Profile li~ling generated Fr l Sep 8 1 ]:20:22 1995 
with: prof 'pixie pvg-nomoV8 pvg-nomoV8.CounK 15870 pvg·nomoV8.Counts.15873 
pvg·no1l1oV8.Counts.15874 pvg-nomoV8.Counts.15875 pvg·nomoV8.Counts.15876 
pvg-nomoV8.Counts.15877 pvg· nomoV8.Counts.15878 pvg·nollloV8.CounK 15879 
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Total cycles Toul Time Innruction:. Cyde~/inst Clock Target 
3068513132 92.99:. 28 16049716 1.090 33.0MHl R3000 
320 cycles due to code that could not be 
a~dgned [0 any ~ource procedure. 
612544507: Total number of load Instruction:. executed. 
2430930546: Total number of bytes loaded by the program. 
50134388: Total number of Store Instructions exeruted. 
187903 I 13: Total number of bytes $Cored by the program. 
31950871: Total number nops exeruted in branch delay slot. 
816082753: Total number conditional branches executed. 
297838296: TOLlI number conditional branches aCUJa11y taken. 
0: Total number condlilonal brandl likely executed. 
0: Total number conditional branch likely aCUJa11y taken. 
828438751: Tot.ll.:ycles waiting for currentlnstr [0 finish. 
1389720414: Tocal cycles lost to satisfy scheduling constraints. 
570565998: Total cycles lost waiting for operands be available. 
-p[rocedures] using basic-block counts. 
Sorted in descending order by the number of cycll'S eJleruted In each 
procedure. Unexeruted pro<edures are not listed. * 
cycles(Ok) cum % sees insuns calls procedure(flIe) 
1705860443(55.59) 55.59 51.69 
mp slave wait for wor1!.(pvg·nOl11oV8:mp parallel do.s) 
170586044] 24]692397 
1136)54152(37.05) 92.64 34.45 893735492 1821Igzag(pvg·nOlUoV8:1iglag.c) 
1]3244569( 4.]4) 96.98 4.04 12]806971 1048622 fread(lusr/lib/lilx.so.l:fread.c) 
396]5306( 1.29) 98.27 1.20 39635306 2980608 hltgrnd(pvg·nomoV8:hirgrnd.c) 
]8803952( 1.26) 99.54 1.18 ]880]952 1048724 memcpy(lusrllib/libc.so.l :bcopy.s) 
12661888( 0.41) 99.95 0.]8 12661888 16 gel block(pvg·nOl11oV8:get blod.c) 
258048( 0.01) 99.96 0.01 258048 4096 f~k(/usr/Ub/llbc.w.l:fse4!k:-c) 
246701( 0.01) 99.97 0.01 246701 4112 filbuf(lusr/ llb/llbc.so.l: fllbuf.c ) 
205636( 0.01) 99.97 0.01 2056]6 8659 Wpblil(lusr/llb/llbc.so.1 :s~brt.c) 
66060( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 66060 1680 
mp enter independent(pvg-nOl11oV8:mpc interface. c) 
- - 48720( 0.00) 99.98 - 0.00 48720 1680 
_ mp con:.truct exit procening(pYg·nornoV8:mp pdo.c) 
]6840( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 ]6840 - 167 memccpy(/usr/lib/llbc.w.l:memccpy.c) 
33574( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 ]3574 688 -lxopY(lusr/llb/ lllx.w.' :lxopy.s) 
29200( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 2]674 80 Inet atOll(/usr/llb/ libc.so.' :inet .addr.c) 
27244( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 27244 7 mp siave conuol(pvg·nomoV8:mp.c) 
249]9( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 24939 4149 Jead(iusr/llb/llbc.so.l:read.sj 
'0' 
24684( 0.(0) 99.98 0.00 24684 4114 lseek(lusr/fib/libc.so.l:lseek.s) 

23912( 0.(0) 99.98 0.00 23912 427 mp sla~ wait for.work(pvg·nomoV8:mp.c) 

21 142(0.00) 99.98 0.00 2 1142 62 dnUJdp call(lU$r/lib/libuo.l :cln( udp.c) 

2042610.(0) 99.98 0.00 20426 420 mpu-maln l(pvg-nomoV8:pvg·maln.c} 

1905010.(0) 99.98 0.00 19050 337 - mallOc: (/usr/lib/llbuo.l:malloc.c j 

I 7965( 0.(0) 99.99 0.00 17965 42 25 strlen(/usr/llbllibuo.1 :strlen.sj 

I 5899( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 15899 JJ doprnt(lusr/libflibc.so.l:doprnt.c) 

I 5886( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 15886 357- xdr byles(lusr/lib/liboo.1 :xdr.c) 

\5536( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 155 36 294 cleanfree(/usrllibllibc.so.l:malloc.c) 

15354( 0.(0) 99.99 0.00 15354 326 realfree(lusrllib/ libc.so.l:malloc.c} 

15111(0.00) 99.99 0.00 1511 1 171fgel5(1usr/lib/libc.so.l:fgets.c) 

14936( 0.(0) 99.99 0.00 14936 677 xdr u long(/usr/libllibc.so.l:xdr.c) 

14637( 0.(0) 99.99 0.00 14637 80 gethtent(lusr/liblllbc.so. 1 :gethonnam.c) 

12334( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 12334 70 - hsetlock(/usr/flb/libc.so. 1 :hloc~.c) 

1 1589( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 11589 296- xdr opaque(/usr/llbllibc.so.l adr .c ) 

1 1460( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 11460 57 interpret(lusrllibllibc.so.l:getservent.c j 

10433( 0.(0) 99.99 0.00 10433 54 fOush(lusrllibllibc.so.l:flush.c) 

10266( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 10266 354 xdrmem putbyteS(lusrllib/libuo.1 :xdr mem.c) 

9611( O.OO} 99.99 0.00 9611 7 cJean tidmap(luY-/liblliboo.l:usiniLc) ­
8816( O.OO} 99.99 0.00 8816 551 xdrmem getlortg(lusr/libllibc.so.l:xdr mem.c) 

8658( O.OO} 99.99 0.00 8658 333. malloc;(iusr/libllibc:.so.1 :mallocc) ­
8586( O.OO} 99.99 0.00 8586 3 18 ' free{lusr/llbllibc.so.l:malloc.c) 

8340( O.OO} 99.99 0.00 8340 12 dn cornp(lusrlllb/libc.so. 1 ores comp.c) 

7950( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 7950 318 -Jree(/usr/lib/libc.so.1 :malloc.c) 

3. The laS{ version to be profiled will be PVG with no video. 
> prof 'pixle pvg·nomoV8 pYg-noV8.Count:s.· 
Prome listing generated Frl Sep 813:27:03 1995 
with: prot' 'pixie pvg-nomoV8 pYg-noV8.Counts.15927 pvg-noV8.Coullts.15929 
pvg-noV8.Counts.1 5930 pvg·noV8.Counts.1593 1 pvg-noV8.Counts.15932 pYJ:·noV8.Counts.15933 
pvg-noV8.Counts.15934 pvg·noV8.Counts.15935 
Total cycles Total TIme Imtructlons Cydesnmc Clock T.lrgel 
1809960505 54.85s 1479384732 1.223 33.0MHI R3000 
116 cydes due to code thac could !lOt be 

assigned 10 any sourO' procedure. 

174391084: Total number of Load Instructions executed. 

678397908, Total number of bytes loaded by the program. 

58645832: Toul number of Store Instructions executed. 

221939742: Total number of byteS stored by the program. 

40767816: Toul number nops executed In branch delay slot. 

I 32662461: Total number conditional branches executed. 

76340487: Toul number conditional br.lnches .lc[ually taken. 
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0: Total number conditional brancl .. likely executed. 
0: Total number condidonal branch likely actu;tlly taken. 
1%891144: Toul cycle~ waiting fOf current Instr to fini~h. 

14904 71589: Total cycle~ lost to s.ati~fY ~cheduling constralnu. 

748192510: Total cycles lost waiting for operanm be available. 

-p[rocedure1j u~lng bask·block cou nu. 

Sorted in descending order by the number of cycle~ executed in each 

procedure. Unexecuted procedures are not listed. * 

cycle~(%) cum % ~ec~ instrns call~ procedure(file) 
1500623520(82.91) 82.91 45.47 1179547920 480 zigzag{pvg:-noV8:zlg:zag.c) 
133238736{ 7.36) 90.27 4.04 123801552 1048576 fread(Ju§(/ lIb/llbc.so.l:fread.c) 
61837496{ 3.42) 93.69 1.87 61837496 8831976 
mp slave wait for wort{pvg·noV8:mp parallel do.s) 
~51064500{ 2.82)- 96.51 1.55 51064500 3916800 hltgrnd{pvg:-noV8:hltgrnd.c) 
38800610{ 2.14) 98.65 1.18 38800610 1048632 memcpy{lusr/llb/libc.w.l :bcopys) 
12661888{ 0.70) 99.35 0.38 12661888 16 get block{pvg·noV8:get block.c) 
9809010( 0.54) 99.89 0.30 9809010 61 mp wak for loop completion{pvg-noV8:mp.c) 
258048{ 0.01) 99.91 0,01 258048 4096 fieek(lusr/llbllibc.so.l :fseek.c) 

24603 I ( 0.01) 99.92 0.01 24603 I 4100 filbuf(Jusrflib/llbc.so.l: flIbuf.c) 

185880{ 0.01) 99.93 0.01 137460 300 nutnmul(pvg·noV8:matnmul.c) 

159759{ 0.01) 99.94 0.00 159759 3 bfclr{lusr/llbllibuo.l :bit.c) 

155226( 0.01) 99.95 6.00 155226 3840 
mp enter mdependenl(pvg noV8 mpc Interface c) 
119821 ( 0.01) 99.96 0.00 119206 615 bftmet(Jusr/liblllbc.~o.l:bit.c} 
III360{ 0.01) 99.96 0 .00 111360 3840 
mp construct exit processlng(llVl!-noV8:mp pdo.c) 
- 107 I 58( 0.(1) 99.97 0.00 107158 262 u1Inluema{lusr/Ub/llbcw.l:usemao;.c} 

42240( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 42240 480 -mpu main l(pvg-noV8:pvg-main.c} 

38783( 0.00) 99.97 0.00 38783 71 bzero(/usr/lib/llbuo.l:bzero.s) 

33740{ 0.00) 99.97 0.00 32794 272 - imalloc(lusr/liblllbc.m.l :amalloc.c) 

32667( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 32667 615 -hnewlock{lu~r/lib/llbuo.1 :hkxks.c) 

32437( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 32437 960 -h~etlock(lusr/llb/libc.so.l: hlocks.c) 

27244( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 27244 7 m-p slave control{pvg·noV8:mp.c) 

25380( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 19080 180 'iin(lu'ir/llb/llbm.so:trig.s) 

2469O( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 2%90 41 151~eek(lusrll1b/UIx.so.l:lseek.s) 

24618( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 24618 4103 -read(Ju~r/lib/libC.so.1 :read.s) 

23912( 0.00) 99.98 0.00 23912 427 mp slave wait for work{pvg:·noV8:mp.c) 

I8540( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 18540 60 mp fork(pvg-noV8 mp c) 

15J20( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 15320 60 mp{ reglon(pvg-noV8:mp{ interface.{) 

13100( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 13100 262- usneWsema{lusr/l!b/llbc.m.l:usemas.c) 

13020( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 10140 60 genddcos(pvg-noV8:genddcos.c) 

12245( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 12245 9 clean tid'nap(lusr/lib/llbc.so.1 :usinlcc) 

12240( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 8760 60veh2uun matrlx(pvg·noV8:veh2uun matrix.c) 

12126{ 0.00) 99.99 0.00 12126 267 _amalloc(lusr/Ub/llbc.so. 1 :amalloc:C) 
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IOBJl( 0,00) 99.99 0.00 10837 ]] getl~nv(lllsr/lib/libc.so.I:Y.t'I('nv.d 
IOOaO( 0 .00) 99.99 0.00 10080 480 
mp e~it indepl'n,k!nl(pvg-noV8:mpc interface.c) 
- 98Si( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 9852 H ff1ush (lusrilib/libc.so. l :nulh.c j 
9005 ( 0.00) 99.99 0 .00 9005 846 nvrnatch(lusrltib/libc.lO.l :getenv.c) 
8593( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 8593 22 doprnt(/usrlliblliboo.l:rloprnLc) 
BOSS( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 B058 1030_hCM'l lock(iusrilib/ llbc.so. 1 :hlock.l .c) 
7976( 0.00) 99.99 0.00 7976 1 mp create(pvg-IIQV8:mp.cj 





I. This session will be conducted on alioth to get frame rates using the 































2. This session will use the same version of PVC as above, except that pvg-main.c 


































I. The first set of trials will establish a serial baseline for the PVG 































2. The next set of trials is on the silme version of the PVC as above 
converted (0 an eight threild multi-processor version in pvg·main.c. 
CPU activity ilppears to be very low as viewed on gr_osview. 
1. 10.47 
































1. This series of PVG testing employs the video version w ith no targets or 





of movement. As usuill, a seri la baseline is being dine first. 

> who 
ferret ttyqO Sep5 19:15 
frazier ttyq 1 Sep 422:29 
dbmarco ttyq2 Sep 5 19:26 
jpbuziak ttyq3 Sep 5 19 :18 
Inspite of the number of people logged on, cpu activity is light. 
1 . 53.28 
2 . 52.46 
3 52.15 
4 52.42 
































fer ret ttyqO Sep 519:15 
fr az ier ttyql Sep 422:29 
Jpbuziak !!yq3 Sep 519:18 
2. The second phase ot test ing will be on the same vorsion ot the PVG as 
above 
Except pvg -main.c has been converted to an ei ght thread multiprocess ing 
program. 
CPU ac tivity is slightly highor than when starting the previous run. 
1 . , 3.09 
2. , 1.84 
3. , 1 .75 
4 . 12.28 
5. 12.24 
6. 12 .03 
7. 12.09 
B. 13.43 
9. , 3.46 
10. , 2.10 
11. 10.29 
12. 12.87 




17. ' 1.72 
18. , 1.85 
19. 11.78 
20. 11.41 
21. , 1.86 
22. 10.68 
23. 12.62 







30 12. 10 
3 . The next series of tests is with the profiler invoked . The purpose of this 
testing is to spot the next procedure to move in the parallel region. 
> prof pvg-main 
Profile listing generated Tue Sep 520:51:591995 
with' prof pvg-main 
samples time CPU FPU Clock N cpu S-inte rva l Countsize 
1706 17s R2000A/R3000 R201 OA/ R301 0 33.0MHz 0 10.0ms 
O(bytes) 
Each samp le covers 4 bytes for every 1 O.Oms ( 0.06% of 17 .0600sec) 
-p[rocedures] using pc -sampling. 

Sorted in descending order by the number of samples in each procedure. 

Unexecuted procedures are excluded . 

samples time(%) cum time(%l procedure (file) 
669 6.7s( 39.2) 6.7s( 39.2) _read (lusr/lib/libc .so.1 :read.s) 
607 6.1 s( 35.6) 1 3s( 74.8) fread (lusr/lib/libc.so. l :fread.c) 
233 2.3s( 13.7) 15s( 88.5) get block (pvg-main:get block .c) 
125 1 .2s( 7.31 16s( 95.81 m"8mcpy Uusr/libllibc.so.l :bcopy.s) 
19 0.19s( 1 .1) 17s( 96.9) _Iseek (/usr/libllibc.so.l :Iseek.s) 
12 0 . 12s( 0.71 17s( 97.6) open (/usr/lib/libc.so.l :open.s) 
10 O. l s( 0.6) 17s( 98.2) _ fiibuf (/usr/lib/libc .so.l :_filbuf.cl 
6 0.06s{ 0.4) 17s( 98.5) write (lusr/lib/li bc.so. 1 :write.s) 
5 0.05s( 0.3) 17s( 98 .8) close Uusrllib/li bc.so. l :close.s) 
4 0.04s( 0.2) 17s( 99.1) - fseek (/usr/lib/libc.so. l :fseek .c) 
4 0.04s( 0.2) 17s( 99.3) select (lusr/lib/libc.so. T:selecLsJ 
3 0 .03s( 0.21 17s( 99.5) _fork (lusrllib/ libc.so.l :fork.s) 
1 0.01 si 0.1) 17s{ 99.5) writev (lusrJl ib/libc .so. l :writev.s) 
1 0.01 s( 0. 1) 17si 99 .6) cl"8anfree (/usr/l ib/libc.so . 1 :malloc.c) 
lIS 
1 O.Ols( 0 .1) 17s ( 99.5) XAean (lusr/lih/ilbXll.so.1:Xliblnt.cJ 
1 O.Ols( 0 .1) 17s( 99.7) recvmsg (lusrfllh/ilbc so 1 recvmsg s) 
1 O.Ols( 0 .1) 17s( 99.8) GLmakedefaultpaletle 
(/usr	Ilib/libgl. so: .. /glws/mex_colormap.e) 
1 O.Ols( 0.1) 17s( 99.8) conncct (lusrllib/lihc.so.l:connect.s) 
1 O.Ols( 0.1) 17s( 99 .9) XextFillnDisplay Uusr/lib/libXext.so:extutil.c) 
1 O.Ols( 0.1) 17s1 99.9) _BSD_gctime 
(/usr/lib/l ibc .so.l :BSD geTime.s) 
1 O.Ols( 0. 1) 175(100.0) XSync !/usr/lib/libXl 1.so. 1 :Sync.c) 
1706 17s(100.0) 17s(100.0) TOTAL 
4. Th e profile below was ta ken on the ME system 
prof pvg~main 
Profilc listing generated Wen Sep 610:50:51 1995 
with: prof pvg -m<lin 
samples t imc CPU FPU Clock N-cpu S-intcrval COUlltsize 
794 7.9s R4400 R4010 100.0MHz 1 10.0ms 2(bYTes) 
Each sample cove rs 4 bytes for every 10.0ms (0. 13% of 7.9400sec) 
-p [roced ures] using pc-sampling. 

Sorted in descending order by t he number of samples in each procedure. 

Unexecuted procedurcs are cxcluded. 

samples time(%) cum time(%) procedure (file) 
409 4.1s(51.5) 4 . 1s(51.5) rCad (libc.so.l :read .s) 
226 2.3s( 28.5) 6.3s( 80.0) frc<ld (Iibe.so.l :f read .c) 

80 0.8s( 10.1) 7 .1s ( 90.1) get block (pvg-rnain:get b lock.c) 

59 0.59s( 7.4) 7.7s( 97.5) rr-;-erncpy (Iibc.so.l :beopy .s ) 

6 D.06s( 0.8) 7.Bs( 98.2) _close (Iibe.so . l :close .s) 

4 0.D4s( 0.5) 7 .Bs( 98.7) _open (l ibc.so.l :open.s) 

4 0.04sl 0.5) 7.9s( 99.2) Iseek (libc.so.l :Iseck.s) 
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3 0.03s( 0.4) 7.9s{ 99.6) _ f ilbuf Ilibc.so.1:_filbuf.cl 
1 O.Ols( 0 .11 7 .95199.71 fork (Iibc.so.l: fork.s) 
1 O.Ols( 0.1) 7.9s( 99 .9) (seek (libc .so.l:fseek.c) 
1 0.0151 0.1) 7. 951100.01 nvmatch Oibc.so. 1 :getenv.c) 
794 7.9sI 100.01 7 .95(100.01 TOTAL 
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F. LOG98(AUOTU) 
I. This series of trials will compare diferent versions of the PV G algorithm 
running in 8 wide multi -p rocessor threads. Testi ng will begin with pvg, 















1S. 9.3 I 
16. 9.18 
17. 9.43 















































































1. The first trial will be on the serial version of the 
































2. The next set of trials will be on the PVG algorithm 
































29. 5. 4B 
30. 5.46 
3. The next trial will be on the PVC with (he video, but 
































4. The last trial will be conducted on the full PVG. 




















19. 6.7 1 
20 . 6.53 
21. 6.B' 
22. 6 .66 
23. 6.37 








R. LOGI2I (ALGIEBA) 
1. Serial Trial on A ig ieba with all the features active. 
60 Frame tira ls All times in seconds. 
1. 15.96 




6. 16 .49 
7. 16 .84 
8 . 16.71 
9. 16 .96 
10. 17.16 










21 . 16.84 
22. 16.46 
23. 16.84 
24 . 16.92 
25. 16.71 
26 . 16.73 
27 . 17.03 
28. 17.09 
29 . 16.96 
30. 16.90 
2. Parallel Tr ia l on Aigieba with all fea tures active. 60 Frame trial, 





4. 9 .69 
5. lOAD 




























A. TEST "ROCEDlTR[ NliI\1R[R ONE 
l'tiI"pose: 
To provide a ~tandard procedure for testing aud compariog C computer programs 
compiled for s~rial aud parallel execution 
Equipment: 
The programs will be run on two archjt~cturJlIy different comput~rs: A~oth (SGI 40/])(0 
with 8 R2000 processors) and Algieha (SGI Power Onyx VTX with 2 R4000 processors) 
Both computers cmploy an SG! Unix Version 5 operating s)'st~UL Each is also equipped with 
the Iris Power C Analyzer(PCA) VersiOIl 2.4.2 
Procedure: 
Ullix cOlJJlllaOds to be executed at the keyboard will be denoted using tbe following tont 
command SlepS I through 12 will ouly he accoUll'lisbed ollce at the b~ginning of testing to 
provide a baseline for oornparison. Tbe sequence of ~"(eps 1]-21 need only b~ executed ouce 
to obtam a baseline for comparison later. TIle sequence of steps 22- ]0 will be repeated for 
each feature of the PCA demonstrated 
L Program.~ \vi.\l be written to the ANSI c++ standard and reside in the rool dir~ctory 
of the test aceolwt 
2. Ajot sessioo \\iJJ be opened and used to record all pertinent observations and any error 
messages or reffilhs not saved to a separate file 
] . The command w"o will executed. U~ing the "drag and drop" fcature oftbe X 
Window 
Cuaphical User interface (GUI) tbe result will be copied to the jot window 
4. 'Jbe Is commaod will be executed to verify the presencc of the source file in tbe 
root 
directory aod ~nsur~ no output files frolJJ previous testing exist. If anv unwanted files are 
prescnt they should be eliminated usiug the rm command. Once the d-ireclory is clear and 
ready to proceed tbe I~' oornmand will be execut~d a final time. The results will be copied to 
thejOI \\iindow using the "drag and drop" feature uflbe GUI 
5. The source file, or test function , win b~ cOlJJpiled and executed using tbe profiling 
feamre oftbe operating system. lbis is done using the command specified below. 
cc -p t~stth . c -0 testth 
Is 
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6. The Is c01llllland is executed in order to vent)' thc executable file was created 
results of the directory list should be copied to tbejot window as previously discussed. 
7, The program willtben be executed by eoteriog the name of the executable file at 
th, 

keyboard and depressing enter 

8. An output tile will be generated duriog execution: mon.out. The Is commaod should 
be executed to ensure the file was ~ccessfully generated 
9. A fi le documenting the results of the profiling can be generated using the command 
below. The fue test? cao be printed for review at a later date 
pr(Jftestfu :> test? 
10. TIle source file should now be recompiled v.itbout tbe profiling feature included in 
the executable file 
cc testfu.c -u testfu 
I!. The pUde feature can now be employed to further analyze tbe performance of the 




prof testill -pi-ric:> test?? 

12. The output file, test??, can be printed as a text file and analyzed at a later date. 
13. The Is command will be executed to verily the presence of the source file in the root 
directory and en~ure not oulllut mes from previous testing cx.i~t . If any unwanted files are 
prcsent they should be c1immated using tbe rm command. Once the directory is clear and 
ready to proceed the b command will he executed a final time. The results will be copied to 
the jot window using the "drag and drop" featw"e of the GUI. 
14 . The SOUfce file , or test functiou , will compiled and executed using the pea and 
profiling featw"e ofthe operating sy~tem. This is done using the commands specified below. 
lbe file pcafil?c should be retained as it documents the manner in which peA modifies the 
code for parallel executiOll 
usrlliblpca testfu.c :> pcafu?c 

cc -p pcafu?c-o 

" 
15 [be Is command is executed in order to veril)' the executable file was created 'lbe 
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results oftbe directory list should be copied to the jot window as previously discussed 
16. The program \\ill then he executed by entering the Daille urIbe executable file 3\ the 
keyboard and dt:prcssing eoler 
17. An output file will be gcucratcd during cxccutioo; moo. out. TIle Is command should 
be executed to ensure the file was successfully generated 
18. A file docllrucmllg the results of tbe rroflJing can be generated using the corumalld 
below. TIle file tC1>1? can be priutcd for review at a later dale 
profpcafu?:> lest? 
19. The source file should now be recompiled without the profiling feature included ill 
the c.xecutable file 
c pcafu'l.c -0 peafll? 
20. The pixie feature can now be employed 10 further analyze the performance urIbe 
program. lllls is accomplished using the series of commands listed below 
pixje pcafu? 
pcalh.pixie 
pro/pcafu? -pixje > test?? 
2 1. The output rue, test??, cau be printed as a text file and analF.cd at a later date 
22. The h cOIllllL'Illd "ill he executed to vcrifY the presence of the source file in the root 
directory and ensurc oot output files from previous te~1ing exist. Ifany tUlwallled 6.k5 arc 
prescot they should be eliminated using the rm command. Once the directory is c1eH and 
ready to proceed the Is command will be executed a final time. The n:sults will be copied to 
the jot window u~ing tbe "drag and drop" featu re orthe GUI. 
23. The sonrce tile, or test fimction, will compiled and executed using the pea with 
selected options and profiling feature of the operating system Thi~ is done usiug the 
commands specified below. The file pcafu,!.c should be retained as it documents the manner 
in which PCA modifies the code for parallel execution. TIle output fi le trom the pea should 
be modified so that it is distinct fi 'om previous nUlS on the test function. 
u.~r!ljh/pca /opljomltestfn.c > pcafu?c C c -p pcafn?c -0 is 
24. The Is command is executed in order 10 verifY the executable file was created The 
results ofthe directory li~1 should be copied 10 the jot window as previously discussed. 
25 . The program will then be executed by entering the name or the executable file at the 
keyboard and depressing enter 
26. An output 6k will be generated during execution; mOll. out. The Is wmmaud should 
be executed 	 to eusure the tile was successfully generated 
27 A filc documenting tbe results oflhe profiling can be generated using tbe command 
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below. The file test? can be printed for review at a later datt:o 
pro/peafn? > test? 
28. TIle source file should now be recompiled without the profiling feature included in 
the ext:culable file . 
cc pcafil'?e -0 pcafil? 
29. The pixie feature can now be employed to further analyze the perfonnance orlhe 





pro/pea/II} -pixie > test?? 

30. The output file, test??, can he printed as a lext file and analyzed at a later date. 
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B. T[ST PROCEDURE NUMBER TWO 
Purpose: 
To pro\~dc a basis for comparison between two similar programs performing the same 
fuuctioD 'l-vitb regard~ to the "~peed" of a program The speed of the program can be 
conceived of in two different ways_ The most empirical analysis would come from 
detcrmiuiug the execution tim!;; of a program. Where tbere is significant input/output (lIO) 
associated with the program obscnled pcrfonuauce on the scn:clJ may difter significantly from 
the execution lime. In this case manual timing using a stop watcb IlliIy have to be resorted 
to. Given thl;; random afor ",11icb is asoociated with both cases, in excess oDO or more trials 
should he conducted in order to ensure Gaussian distributions for the results 
[quillment: 
Serial testing oftbe Perspective View Generator ""ill be conducted on several machines; 
Ule Mechanical Engineering DcpartwCIlts SGI work station, Alioth and Aigieba located in tbe 
Visualization Lab. Each of these !>ystems utilizes an SGI Unix Version 5 operating system 
and have esscntially the same features available 
A stop watch or similar timing device will be required for Phase 2 
Procedure: 
!1Je foUo",ing testing should always he conducted at a station as electronically close to the 
target machine as po~sible. Remote operation over nets should be avoided, Ibis is due to 
the fuet that timing will require observations be made ofthe S(;recn to determine start and stop 
times. Operation remotely would introduce additional variation in times. 
Fortbc fol1o\\oing procedure UNIX wmmatlds will be highlighted using the following font 
e-.:ample. Any other tex1, such as filenames, appearing on the comllltllld line will appear in 
a font consistent with the text . Where ever a '?' appears in a cOUlllland line it sbou.ld be 
treated as wild card, 'Ibis typically represent a location where a serial is inserted to denote 
djffercnt trials or test runs 
Throughout the testing ajor window will be available to record all sigo.ificant commands 
cotered in the Unix Shell, Output not othen,vise saved, and as noted in the procedure, will 
also be saved in the jot window, The tester is free to add comments to thejol window as 
appropriate throughout testing 
All progJ3ms tested will be written in ANSI C H- and reside in the te~t directnry. Makefiles 
and related programs may have to be mndified from trial to trial. Those modifications arc Dot 
part of this procedure 
TIle phases which appear below vvill each be n:peated thirty times for the rellson indicated 
ftbove 
Phase I - Code Prufiling 
I. Enter the l!i command and observe that there are no files unconnected with testing, 
which can be removed, rresent in Ule directory. Ifany Iwwanted files are present usc the rm 
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command [0 n:move tbem, When the directory is prepared copy the Is command and the 
re3ulling output in the jot v.rindow. lbis should include [he command linc prompt sho\.ving 
the name of the target machine 
2. Run the test code as indicated below 
J . Eutcr data as prompted by the program. 
4. Depress the left mouse burton to place the first \.vindow(Map View) 
5, Depress the left mouse button to place the second window (Main Vicw). Observe the 
main view carefully. The view should move in jerh, each jerk is a frame. Count the number 
ofjerks 
6. As you are cOlUlting move tbt: pointer to the upper left hand coruer oflbe screcn and 
place it over the icon block to close the ....1udow 
7. On reaching forty frames close the window. This tenninates the program. 





Note: lbe output only needs \0 copied to tbejor window for the lint trial. Thereafter only 
n.. This is acceptable since "Wrd the total run lime ....,hich appears at the bottom ofthe output. 
the proportion the Jlrogram spends in each procedure is rdatively invariant 
Phase 2 - Frame Rate Estimate 
I . Run the program 3S indicated above with modifications as noted below. 
2. Befort: dcpn:ssing the left mouse button to place tbe Main Window have the stop watch 
in hand and ready to start. 
3 Simultaneously start the second window and tht: stop watch 
4. Count 20 frames and stop the stopwateb 
5. TeITllinate the program by closing tbe second window. 
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